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The Wajid Group is a Cambro-Permian sedimentary succession(sandstone) in southwest 
Saudi Arabia. It forms a groundwater aquifer in the Wadi Al-Dawasir and Najran Areas 
(Wajid Graben), and it is a potential hydrocarbon reservoir in the Rub' Al-Khali Basin. It 
exposed in an area extending from Wadi Al-Dawasir southward to Najran city, with 
isolated outcrops in Abha area. This dissertation aims to map and characterize the 
regional and outcrop-scale fracture system within the Wajid Group outcrops and to define 
its possible tectonic origin. A further objective is to characterize the fracture-hosting 
sandstone properties (included sedimentological, stratigraphical, and petrophysical) to 
define the main factors controlling the geomechanical and fracture characteristics (e.g. 
fracture spacing) of the studied sandstone. The fracture system within Wajid Group was 
investigated in multi-scale approach. The regional-scale fractures (lineaments) were 
obtained using multi-resolution satellite images (Landsat, Spot, and STRM(DEM)). At 
the outcrop scale, the fracture characteristics include orientation, type, infilling materials, 
spacing, height, termination, and cross-cutting relationships were directly characterized 
from the outcrops. The northerly (N-S, NNW-SSE, and NNE-SSW), easterly (E-W, 
ENE-WSW, and ESE-WNW), NW-SE, and NE-SW trending lineaments are observed 
within Wajid Group. The eastern Outcrops are dominated by northerly (N-S, NNW-SSE, 
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and NNE-SSW) and NW-SE trending lineament; however, the western outcrops are 
dominated by NE-SW trending lineaments. At the outcrop scale, three main fracture sets 
were identified as predominant include NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW, and ENE-WSW; 
however, the NW-SE and NE-SW were also observed. The lineaments and fractures 
within Wajid Group are much possible inherited from the Precambrian basement 
structures. The fractures within Wajid Group outcrops are mainly vertical to sub-vertical, 
Mode 1 type of fracture (joints). They are open fractures; however, in some outcrops, 
they are infilled either by calcite or iron oxide. Fracture swarms were also observed in the 
studied outcrops, and they oriented NNE-SSW.  
Four main geological factors control the fracture distribution (average fracture spacing) 
within Wajid Group include bed thickness, diagenetic features (cementation and 
dissolution), lithofacies type, and matrix porosity. Besides, the geomechanical 
characteristics of Wajid Group are mainly controlled by sandstone texture, cement 
content and type, matrix porosity, and matrix permeability. Hierarchal fracture 
conceptual models were established to define fracture distribution within Wajid Group 
sandstone and its lithological and stratigraphic controls. The outcomes of this dissertation 
provide insight into the tectonic origin of the Wajid Group fracture system, and 
understanding of the fracture distribution which can help to enhance the groundwater 
production from fractured aquifers in Wajid Graben and gas production from the 






 محمد حسن بران بن عفي االسم الكامل:
 لسعوديةاجنوب غرب المملكة العربية ، احجار رمل الوجيدمجموعة  صدوعطبيعة وخصائص نظام  عنوان الرسالة:
 جيولوجيا التخصص: 
 2017ابريل  تاريخ الدرجة العلمية:
 ملخص الرسالة
 رسبت لتي تامجموعة  الوجيد في جنوب غرب المملكة العربية السعودية عبارة عن تتابع طبقي  من احجار الرمل 
)حوض نجرانوالعصر الكامبري الى البيرمي. هي عبارة عن خزانات للمياة الجوفية في منطقتي وادي الدواسر  من
ً تعتبر خزانات للنفط في حوض الربع الخالي نطقة في م . تنكشف احجار رمل مجموعة الوجيدالوجيد(, وهي ايضا
 طروحة تهدفهذه اال .تمتد من وادي الدواسر جنوبا الى نجران مع وجود بعض المنكشفات الصغيرة في منطقة ابها
وحة الى االطر صدوع االقليمية لمجموعة الوجيد لتحديد اصلها التكويني. ايضا تهدف هذهالتخريط ووصف نظام  الى
 كم فيلتحديد العوامل الرئيسية التي تتح لرسوبية والطباقية الحجار رمل مجموعة الوجيدوصف الخصائص ا
 جموعةخصائص نظام الصدوع في مجموعة الوجيد. وقد تم دراسة نظام الصدوع لم الخصائص الجيوميكانيكية و
ة بدقة ناعياقمار ص الوجيد باستخدام منهج متعدد المستويات. نظام الصدوع االقليمي تم دراستة باستخدام صور
لمادة انوع, متنوعه)الندسات و سبوت(. على مستوى المنكشفات الصخرية فان خصائص  نظام الصدوع ) االتجاة, ال
 خري.شف الصالطول, نوع النهائة, وعالقة التقاطع( تم وصفها مباشرة من المنكاالحمة, المسافة بين الصدوع, 
ي فلشرقي ت االتجاة الشمالي والشرقي والشمالي غربي والشمالي امالحظة وجود الصدوع االقليمية ذا لقد تم
تجاة ات االمجموعة الوجيد. المنكشفات الصخرية الشرقية من مجموعة الوجيد تتميز بوجود الصدوع االقليمية ذ
 االقليميةلصدوع اغير ان المنكشفات الصخرية الغربية من مجموعة الوجيد تتميز بوجود  ;الشمالي والشمالي الغربي 
الية الشم على مستوى المنكشف الصخري هناك ثالثة اتجاهات ريئسية للصدوع وهيذات االتجاة الشمالي الشرقي.
الشمالية وربية غشمالية شرقية و الشمالية شمالية غربية والشرقية شمالية شرقية, ومع ذلك فان الصدوع الشمالية 
نها امحتمل الصدوع الموجودة في مجموعة الوجيد من الليلة. شرقية تم مالحظتها في المنكشف الصخري باعداد ق
هي  لوجيداصدوع مجموعة موروثة من البنيات الجيولوجية التركيبة لصخور ما قبل الكامبري في الدرع العربي. 
رية من انواع الصدوع. هذه الصدوع هي مفتوحة والكن في بعض المنكشفات الصخ Mode 1راسية وهي  صدوع 
 لصدوع ذاتاوجود اسراب من كذلك تمت مالحظة حديد او معدن الكالسيت. السيد امملؤة او مغلفة باكتبين انها 
 االتجاة الشمالي شمالي شرقي في منطقة الدراسة.
أربعه عوامل جيولوجية رئيسية تتحكم في توزيع النظام صدوع مجموعة الوجيد وهي سماكة الطبقة الصخرية, 
ور, نوع السحنات الصخرية و مسامية الصخور. باالضافة الى ذلك فان الخصائص خصائص النشاة المابعدية للصخ
النسيج الصخري الحجار الرمل و نوعية وكمية الجيوميكانيكة لصخور مجموعة الوجيد تعتمد بشكل اساسي على 
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وع في مجموعة الظهار انتشار الصد هرمي بنائيقد تم بناء نموذج المادة االحمة ومسامية ونفاذية الحجر الرملي. 
 الوجيد وعالقتها بالخصائص الرسوبية والطباقية.
ع هذه لتوزي للتكوين التكتوني لنظام صدوع مجموعة الوجيد وتعطي فهم تفصيليةنتائج هذه االطروحة تقدم نظرة 
كذلك و حوض الوجيدالصدوع بمايساعد على تحسين االنتاج من المياة الجوفية من صخور مجموعة الوجيد في 






Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Great amount of Hydrocarbon reserves of the world hold in fractured reservoirs(Nelson, 
2001). Fracture network has a major impact on the hydrocarbon exploration and 
production. Understanding of natural fractures system in such reservoirs is, therefore, 
necessary for increasing hydrocarbon exploration and production. Hydrocarbon 
production from tight sandstone reservoirs relies on induced hydraulic fractures. 
Understanding of the geometry and distribution of the natural fractures system is essential 
to get an effective treatment design of induced hydraulic fractures.  
The natural fractures system in the reservoirs usually detected from core or borehole 
images (borehole images such as FMI). However, the ability to construct the fractures 
system from the core and the borehole images is very limited as it does not reveal the 
abundance of different fracture sets, the spacing between fractures, the fracture length 
and the vertical persistence of fracture pattern across the sedimentary layers. Thus, study 
fracture system from outcrop analog can be used to understand fractures distribution in 
three dimensional over the area of the interest. The outcrop analogs are widely used to 
study the fracture system of the fractured sandstone reservoirs(Olson et al., 2009; Nelson, 
2001; Odling et al., 1999; Strijker et al., 2012; Bertotti et al. 2007; Sonntag et al. 2012; 
Hennings et al., 2000; Laubach and Ward 2006). Besides the economic importance of the 
fracture system, the analysis of the natural fracture system provides insight into the 
structural geology and tectonic history of the study area. Understanding the relationship 
between fracture geometry characteristics and host rock properties help to understand the 
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fracture pattern in the sedimentary rocks which were deposited in different depositional 
environments. 
In this study, the fracture system of the Wajid Group sandstone was studied in regional 
and outcrops scale. Wajid Group is a Paleozoic sandstone succession in the southwestern 
part of Saudi Arabia.  This group is a well-known groundwater aquifer in the Wadi Al-
Dawasir and Najran Areas(Wajid Basin) (Al Alawi and Abdulrazzak 1994; Edgell 1997; 
GTZ/DCo 2009), and it represents siliciclastic hydrocarbon reservoirs in the Rub' Al-
Khali Basin in Saudi Arabia, Oman, UAE, and Yemen (Alsharhan et al., 1991; Evans et 
al. 1991; Konert et al., 2001;  Pollastro 2003; Lange 2006;  Bu-khamseen et al. 2010)  
Although Wajid Group has a significant economic importance and its outcrops are 
extending to the subsurface of Rub’ Al-Khali basin, there is no detailed earlier study 
conducted on the natural fractures systems of Wajid Group in the outcrops. Accordingly, 
this dissertation investigated the fracture system characteristics of the Wajid Group 
sandstone outcrop in the southwestern part of Saudi Arabia as analog of the groundwater 
aquifers and hydrocarbon reservoirs in the Wajid and the Rub’ Al-Khali Basins. 
The principal objective of this dissertation is to characterize the fracture systems of Wajid 
Group outcrop in multi-scale approach, and understanding the controls on the fracture 
geometry characteristics and distribution 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Wajid Group is a groundwater aquifer and potential hydrocarbon reservoir in Rub’ Al-
Khali Basin. Its fracture system has an impact on the fluid flow behavior in the 
subsurface in Rub’ Al-Khali Basin (Zeeb et al. 2010; Bu-khamseen et al. 2010), and its 
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outcrops display fracture system which can be observed from satellite images and outcrop 
scale. Despite the aforementioned importance of Wajid Group, there is no detailed study 
conducted on the fracture system of Wajid Group. Therefore, characterization of the 
natural fracture system within Wajid Group in multiscale will help to understand its 
impact on the fluid flow in the aquifer and reservoir in Rub’ Al-Khali Basin. Moreover, 
understanding the natural fracture distribution within Wajid Group will help and improve 
the treatment design of induced hydraulic fractures in tight sandstone reservoir of the 
Rub’ Al-Khali Basin. 
1.3 Study Objectives 
The main objective of this study is to provide detail characterization of the fracture 
system of the Wajid Group and define the possible origin in the light of tectonic 
framework. In addition to, this study provides a geomechanical, sedimentological, and 
petrophysical characterization of fracture-host rock to define main controls on the 
fracture distribution. Finally, to create a conceptual fracture model that define the fracture 
system and its relationship with host rock properties. 
1.4 Area of Study  
This study focuses on the Cambrian to Permian Wajid Group sandstone outcrops in the 
southwest part of Saudi Arabia. The area extends from Wadi Al-Dawasir to Najran city 
and includes several isolated outcrops in Abha area (Figure 1.1). Wajid Group outcrops 
in the study area bounded on the east by large sand dunes of Rub' Al-Khali desert and 
from the west by the Proterozoic basement rocks (Arabian Shield)(Figure 1.2). The 
characteristics of the outcrop-scale fractures and the fracture-hosting sandstone properties 
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were studied in details in Wadi Al-Dawasir area, where, the whole succession of Wajid 
Group exposed (Figure 1.2B). 
 










Figure 1.2: (A) Geological map of the Wajid Group sandstone in the southwestern part of 
Saudi Arabia, and (B) geological map Wadi Al-Dawasir area with locations of fracture 
measurement stations (S01-S15) (modified from Kellogg et al., 1986 and Al-Husseini, 








The fracture system within Wajid Group was studied in a multiscale approach from 
satellite images to direct outcrop investigation. Moreover, laboratory analyses were 
conducted to measure the host rock properties included petrographic, petrophysical and 
geomechanical to define their controls on fracture distribution (Figure 1.3).  
1.5.2 Remote Sensing (Satellite) Analysis  
Landsat-8 OLI/TIRS satellite images of eleven multispectral bands with 30-m resolution, 
Spot-5 satellite images of four bands with 2.5-m resolution, and SRTM Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) with 30-m resolution were used to delineate lineament traces of the Wajid 
Group. Additionally, the aeromagnetic lineament traces within the studied outcrop were 
detected from the reduced to pole magnetic anomaly map. The satellite images were 
provided by King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology (KACST). The shortwave 
infrared-2 band of the Landsat-8 satellite images was used in band combination at all 
channels (i.e., red, green, and blue) to detect lineament traces, whereas a 4/3/2 band 
combination of the Spot-5 images was employed for lineament detection. Following the 
band combination, the satellite images were composited, enhanced, and filtered using 
Erdas Imagine 2014 and ArcMap 10.2.1 software. Two types of enhancement were used 
to detect lineaments, including radiometric and spatial enhancements. The percentage 
LUT stretch type with cubic convolution re-sampling technique was used to enhance the 
images. Edge enhancement and low pass filtering were also used to enhance the images 
for lineament detection. Lineament traces were digitized and interpreted from the 
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enhanced images using Arc Map 10.2.1 software (ArcGIS). The Shaded reliefs of SRTM 
DEM were generated to achieve better detection of lineaments. The orientations of the 
lineament traces extracted from the digitized lineament trace maps were statistically 
analyzed to define the major lineament trends and their possible stress regime 
1.5.3 Field Investigation  
Field studies included two folds; outcrops fractures characterization, and 
sedimentological and stratigraphic descriptions.  
1.5.3.1 Fracture characterization 
The characteristics of the natural fractures included orientation, type, infilling materials, 
cross-cutting relationships were defined in 15 outcrop stations in Wadi Al-Dawasir area. 
In this area all formations of Wajid Group are present, and the outcrops located on the 
western flank of Rub' Al-Khali Basin (Figure 1.2). Four stations were in Dibsiyah 
Formation, three in Sanamah Formation, five in Khusayyayn Formation (one only with 
fracture swarms, station S14), and three in Juwayl Formation. The average fracture 
spacing, height, and termination were quantified in five outcrop stations (included S01, 
S03, S04, S10, and S13 in Figure 1.2) using the scanline method.  
1.5.3.2  Sedimentological and stratigraphic Study 
Sedimentological and stratigraphic properties (included lithofacies type, lithology, 
texture, sedimentary structure, and bed thickness) of the fracture-hosting sandstone were 
described and measured in five outcrop stations (included S01, S03, S04, S10, and S13 in 
Figure 1.2)(the same outcrop stations where the fracture spacing was measured) to define 
their controls on the fractures spacing and distribution. Vertical sedimentological log was 
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established for each outcrop station, and 82 representative sandstone samples were 
collected for the petrographic, petrophysical, and geomechanical laboratory analyses to 
correlate the rock properties with fractures properties. 
1.5.4 Laboratory Analyses 
Three types of laboratory analyses were conducted for the collected sandstone samples; 
petrographic, petrophysical, and geomechanical to define the relationship between 
fracture characteristics and host rock properties. 
1.5.4.1 Petrographic analysis 
Thin sections were prepared for the all collected sandstone samples from Wajid Group 
outcrops to define their texture, mineral composition, and diagenesis features. 20 
sandstone samples were selected for X-Ray Diffractometer(XRD) analysis to define their 
mineral composition in a semi-quantitative way. 10 sandstone samples were selected for 
Scanning Electron microscopy analysis (SEM-EDX) to identify the cement and clay type 
of the studied sandstone. 
1.5.4.2 Petrophysical analysis 
Petrophysical properties included matrix porosity, grain density, and matrix permeability 
were measured for 63 sandstone samples from Wajid Group outcrops to define their 
control on the sandstone geomechanical behavior and fractures distribution. Cylindrical 
core plug (1.5 cc diameter, 5cm length) prepared for the petrophysical properties 
analyses. Helium-porosimeter device was used to measuring gas porosity and grain 
density of the sandstone samples. Mini-permeameter device was used to measure the gas 
permeability. In addition, grain size analysis was carried out on 79 sandstone samples 
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using the sieve analysis machine to measure the mean grain size and sorting parameters 
and define their controls on fracture spacing. 
1.5.4.3 Geomechanical analysis 
Geomechanical measurements were conducted in both field and laboratory to obtained 
the geomechanical properties (included Schmidt Reading Numbers(RN), Static Young’s 
Modulus(E), and unconfined compressive strength(UCS)) of the Wajid Group 
sandstones. In the field, the rock strength (Schmidt Reading Numbers(RN)) 
measurements were conducted using the portable Schmidt hammer device. The static 
Young’s modulus(E), and unconfined compressive strength(UCS) were measured for 82 
sandstone samples in the laboratory using uniaxial compression test equipment. This test 
conducted on cubic rock samples with dimension (5.2 cm length, 3.4 cm width, and 3.4 
cm height). The uniaxial compression test was conducted to define the strength and 

















Chapter 2  
Geological and Tectonic Setting of Wajid Group 
2.1 Previous studies  
2.1.1 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy 
Wajid Group Sandstone (Wajid sandstone) was named after Jabal Al-Wajid ( South of 
Wadi Al-Dawasir area) by Jackson, Gierhardt and Owens in 1948 (Jackson et al., 1963).  
The Group located in the southwestern part of Saudi Arabia as continuous exposure 
extends from Wadi Al-Dawasir southward to Najran city with smaller isolated outcrops 
in the southwest ( in Abha, and Khumis Musheet) and extend into northern part of Yemen 
(Powers et al., 1966). The base of Wajid Group sandstone overlies the basement rock 
(igneous and metamorphic rock) with nonconformity contact, and the upper part of Wajid 
sandstone overlain by basal Khuff carbonate with disconformity contact (Powers et al., 
1966). The age of Wajid Group sandstone is early Paleozoic as suggested by Alabouvette 
and Villemur , (1973); However, a Cambro-Ordovician age was suggested by Dabbagh 
and Rogers, (1983) and Moshrif and El-Hiti, (1989). The latest age assignment for Wajid 
Group was  Cambrian to Permian by Evans et al.,1991; Stump & Van der Eem, (1995) 
and Keller et al., (2011). The Wajid sandstone was considered as one formation until 
1982 when Pallister subdivided it into two; Ilman and Shum Formations  (Pallister, 
1982). Kellogg et al., (1986) mapped the Tathlith quadrangle and divided the Wajid 
Formation into four members from base to top; Dibsiyah, Sanamah, Khusayyayn, and 
Juwayl.  According to Kellogg et al (1986), each member separated by distinct 
discontinuity with the thin conglomeratic layer.  Evan et al., (1991) upgraded the Wajid 
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Formation into a group and its members into formations and they have also identified 
Qusaiba shale in the southern Wajid outcrop belt. 
Dabbagh and Roger (1983) carried out a detailed sedimentological study of Wajid 
sandstone. This study included the depositional environments, where, they suggested a 
braided-stream depositional environment for southern part of Wajid belt and a shallow 
marine depositional environment for the northern part.  Moshrif and  El-Hitt (1989) 
recognized six lithofacies in Wajid sandstone. A comparative study in term of 
sedimentology between Wajid Sandstone and the Paleozoic succession in Egypt was 
conducted by Wanas and Abdel-Maguid, 2006. Babalola, (1999) studied the depositional 
environment and provenance of the isolated remnant of Wajid in Khamis Mushait area. 
Mahgoub, (2007) studied the Juwayl Formation of Wajid sandstone in term of facies, 
depositional environment, and reservoir quality.  Khusayyayn Formation studied by 
Siddiqi, (2007) in term of facies, depositional environment, and reservoir quality. 
Abdulkadir, (2007) studied in details Dibsiyah Formation in term of sedimentology and 
reservoir quality. The heavy minerals distribution within Wajid sandstone was also 
studied for provenance implication and tectonic setting by Babalola, 1999 and Hussain et 
al., 2004. Moreover, Wanas and Abdel-Maguid, (2006) studied the provenance and 
tectonic setting of Wajid Formation based on the petrographic and geochemical 
investigation.  Knox et al., (2007) studied the distribution of heavy minerals within Wajid 
sandstone for stratigraphic evolution implication. Abdulkadir, et al., (2010) studied the 
distribution of petrophysical parameters within the lower formation of Wajid sandstone 
(Dibsiyah Formation).  Abdulkadir and Abdullatif, (2013) studied the facies of Dibsiyah 
Formation to interpret the depositional environment and the reservoir quality.  Detailed 
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sedimentological study for all Wajid formations conducted by Al Ajmi, (2013) and Al-
Ajmi et al., (2015). Recently, Yassin & Abdullatif, (2017) studied the geochemical 
characteristics of the Wajid Group sandstone. 
Glacial deposits in Sanamah and Juwayl formations of Wajid Group sandstone were 
studied by several researchers. McClure et al., (1988) recognized the glacial deposits in 
the uppermost part of Wajid sandstone (Juwayl Formation) and they assigned 
Carboniferous to early Permian age for those deposits. Vaslet, (1990) recognized the late 
Ordovician glacial deposits in Wajid sandstone (Sanamah Formation). Glacial 
environments assigned to Sanamah and Juwayl Formations by (McClure et al., 1988; 
Vaslet, 1990). However, Dabbagh and Rogers, (1983) assigned glaciofluvial environment 
for these formations and glacial/periglacial interpreted by Evans et al., (1991). 
Furthermore, purely fluvial processes interpreted by (Hadley and Schmidt, 1975; 
Alsharhan et al.,1991; Alsharhan, et al., 1993).  Recently, the paleoenvironments of 
glacial deposits in SW Saudi Arabia have been studied by (Keller et al., 2011).  The non-
glacial conglomeratic beds within Wajid sandstone studied by Hadley and Schmidt, 
(1975). 
Al-Laboun, (1986) suggested Saq and Lower Tabuk formations in central and northern 
Arabia equivalent to the Wajid Sandstone. Evans et al, (1991) considered Wajid 
Sandstone an equivalent to Saq, Qassim, Zarga, Sarah, Qalibah and Unayzah Formations. 
Moreover, Vaslet (1990) correlated the Wajid Sandstone to Qassim and Zarqa 
Formations in the central and northwest Arabia and Dibsiyah Member of Kellogg et al. 
(1986) with the Saq Formation. He also assigned an Ordovician age to other Members 
and correlated them with the Sarah and Zarqa Formations of the central Arabia.   
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2.1.2 Structure Geology 
The structure geology of the western part of Rub' Al-Khali Basin where the equivalent 
sandstone of Wajid Group occurred studied by Dyer & Husseini, (1991) and Lange, 
(2006). They identified several kilometer NW-SE trending graben system. Stewart, 
(2016) studied the Precambrian basement structures within Rub' Al-Khali Basin based on 
regional magnetic and gravity data and reflection seismic data. He detected two major 
trends of basement structure which are N-S and NW-SE.  
There is only two studies consider the fracture orientation within Wajid Group which are 
Zeeb et al., (2010)  and Al Ajmi et al., (2014). Zeeb et al., (2010) studied the fracture 
fluid flow in the Wajid sandstone aquifers using Google satellite images of some 
outcrops and found that the fracture system has an influence on flow behavior in the 
studied aquifers. They concluded that the NW-SE trending fracture set strongly controls 
the fractures fluid flow in the Wajid sandstone aquifer. Al Ajmi et al., (2014) studied the 
fracture conductivity of the Wajid sandstone aquifers in southwest Saudi Arabia and 
concluded that the fracture conductivity has an effect on the groundwater flow in the 
studied aquifers. 
2.1.3 Petroleum System 
It is well known that the Qusaiba petroleum system in Paleozoic succession in Saudi 
Arabia is the main petroleum system. The primary hydrocarbon reservoirs are the 
Permian Unayzah sandstone (Juwayl Formation of Wajid Group is the equivalent of 
Unayzah member B and C) and Devonian Jauf sandstone (Khusayyayn Formation of 
Wajid Group is the equivalent). Besides that, the other reservoirs of  Qusaiba Paleozoic 
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total petroleum system are the Cambrian-Ordovician Saq Sandstone(Dibsiyah Formation  
of Wajid Group is the equivalent), shallow-marine sandstones of the Ordovician Qasim 
Formation(missing in Wajid Group) , and the late Ordovician glacial and periglacial 
clastics of the Zarqa and Sarah Formations(Sanamah Formation of Wajid Group is the 
equivalent) (McGillivray and Husseini, 1992;  Konert et al., 2001;Stump & Van der Eem, 
1995;  Pollastro, 2003;  Abu-Ali and Littke 2005; Al-Mahmoud and Al-Ghamdi, 2010; 
Bu-Khamseen et al., 2010). 
2.2 Tectonic and structural framework  
2.2.1 Arabian Plate Tectonic 
Tectonically, the Arabian Shield was part of a larger geologic unit known as the Arabian-
Nubian Shield(ANS). The Arabian-Nubian Shield is a juvenile crust, which welded west 
and east Gondwana.  It formed during the Pan-African cratonization by accretion of 
interoceanic island-arc between about 900 and 550 Ma when closing of the Mozambique 
Ocean(Nehlig et al., 2002)( Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3). Thus, tectonostratigraphic 
terranes (namely; The Ad-Dawadimi, Afif, Hijaz, Midyan, Asir, Jeddah, Hail, Hijaz and 
Ar Ryan) have been formed (Figure 2.1). Those terranes are separated by major NW-
trending faults and by N, NW and NE-oriented suture zones lined by serpentinized 
ultramafic rocks (ophiolites) (Stoeser and Camp, 1985; Brown et al., 1989; Nehlig et al., 
2002; Al-Husseini, 2000; Husseini 2000) (Figure 2.1). 
Final cratonization of the terranes between 680 and 610 Ma induced a network of strike-
slip faults consisting of the N-trending Nabitah belt, the major NW striking left-lateral 
faults (early Najd faults), lined by gneiss domes and associated with sedimentary basins, 
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and N to NE-trending right-lateral faults. The latest collision orogeny was the Al Amar-
Idsas Orogeny between the Afif terrane and the Ar Rayn terrane. This took place along 
the N-trending Al Amar- Idsas Suture that is here referred to as the Amar Suture (Al-
Husseini,  2000)(Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3).  
The accretion was followed by widespread extensional tectonics and crustal thinning 
between approximately 620 and 530 Ma (Edgell, 1992; Al-Husseini, 2000). During the 
extensional stage, N-trending structures (e.g. Ghawar anticline and Qatar Arch) were 
formed (Figure 2.2, Figure 2.4) (Edgell, 1992; Al-Husseini, 2000). In the final stage of 
the extensional tectonics, the NW-trending left-lateral Najd fault system was developed 
(details in Najd fault system section) (Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4). This stage was followed by 
peneplanation of the Arabian Shield and the onset of deposition of the Paleozoic 
sedimentary succession (e.g., the Wajid Group located southwest of Saudi Arabia) 
(Sharland et al., 2001). During the Carboniferous period, the Hercynian Orogeny affected 
the whole region and reactivated the pre-existing basement structures(Sharland et al., 
2001; Faqira et al., 2009; Konert et al., 2001). In the Late Oligocene, the Arabian plate 
separated from the African plate due to the opening up of the Red Sea and the Gulf of 




Figure 2.1: Simplified geologic sketch map of the Arabian Shield showing the terranes 
and their boundaries, and the main Pan-African structural features and sedimentary 
basins. Major fault zones, such as Ruwah, Ar Rikah, Halaban, and Qazaz, belong to the 














Figure 2.4: Geological map of the Arabian shield with basement grains and the 














2.2.2 Najd Fault System 
Najd fault system is a major left-lateral wrench fault system developed in the latest stages 
of the Arabian-Arabian Shield accretion (Al-Husseini, 2000) (Figure 2.2, Figure 2.4). 
Najd fault system recognized throughout the magnetic anomalies lineament in Arabian 
Shield(Johnson and Stewart,  1995). Its present-day orientation is northwest - southeast as 
indicated by major faults and elongation of several accompanying sedimentary basins 
such as the Najd Rift Basins and the Rub' Al Khali half-graben (Dyer & Husseini, 1991) 
(Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5). 
Najd fault system is the most predominant tectonic event occurred in the period from 
Late Precambrian to early Cambrian (Figure 2.4)( Brown and Jackson, 1960). It exposed 
over 1100 km over Arabian Shield with 300 km left-lateral dislocation( Brown, 1972; 
Moore and Al-Shanti 1979; Davies, 1984) and it extended under the Phanerozoic 
sediment across the western part of Rub’ Al-Khali where it coincides with faults in 
southern Yemen and the deep subsea valley which separates Socotra from Somalia 
(Figure 2.4)(Brown, 1972; Husseini,  2000). Considering the extension of Najd fault 
system under a Phanerozoic rock in western part of Rub’ Al-Khali, the total length of 
Najd fault is about 2000km (Brown,  1972; Husseini, 2000). 
The episode of Najd fault tectonic occurred in two phases of tectonics. The early phase of 
Najd fault system was dextral, and it may have occurred from about 640 to 600 
Ma(Husseini, 2000). The final phase of Najd fault system tectonic was a sinistral strike-
slip fault, and it may have lasted from about 600 to 540 Ma (Husseini,  2000). 
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Several pull-apart basins developed in the Arabian Shield during the early stage of Najd 
fault system tectonics( dextral phase), such as Bani Ghayy Basins where Bani Ghayy 
group deposited, Murdama basin, and Arfa basin (Agar, 1987; Johnson, 2003; Nehlig et 




Figure 2.5: Map shows the Arabian Shield Basins and Najd fault zones. RF=Ruwah fault 




Figure 2.6: Geological map of NE Arabian Shield shows basins and Najd fault zones. 





2.2.3 Tectonic Evolution of Wajid Group 
The Wajid Group sandstone is located within the Wajid Graben(Wajid Basin), one of the 
graben structures located in the western  Rub’ Al Khali Basin(Dyer and Husseini, 1991; 
Lange, 2006).  The  Rub' Al-Khali Basin, southwest the Arabian Plate characterized by 
several hundred kilometers long trending northwest-southeast graben systems with a 
depth of approximately six kilometers (Dyer and Husseini, 1991;   Lange, 2006).These 
grabens were formed coincidentally with the development of Najd fault system (the last 
tectonic event of the evolution of the Precambrian Arabian Shield). Reactivation history 
of the Wajid Graben reflected five major tectonic events; Two tectonic events occurred 
before 520 Ma, a middle/upper Cambrian event, a base Devonian event` and  
Carboniferous event (Lange, 2006).  
During the Paleozoic Era, the Arabian plate was subjected to a series of major uplifts and 
subsequent erosion that were marked by pronounced unconformities and incised 
paleovalleys.  The Paleozoic sedimentary succession in Saudi Arabia was divided into 
four mega-depositional cycles;  Middle Cambrian to Early Ordovician, Late Ordovician 
to Early Silurian, Middle Devonian, and Middle Carboniferous to Late Permian(Stump & 
Van der Eem, 1995) (Figure 2.7). 
The Cambrian age regional uplift was inferred from the angular unconformity 
relationship between Yatib/Siq and Saq formation in central and northern part of Saudi 
Arabia. This period of uplift coincides with late Pan-African orogeny deformation period. 
Yatib/Siq strata were eroded from the Wajid plateau(Stump & Van der Eem, 1995). In 
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the southern part, the Dibsiyah Formation of Wajid sandstone overlain by Sanamah 
formation with unconformity relationship, which reveals a period of uplift and erosion 
that probably removed Qassim formation in southwestern Arabia section. This period of 
uplift coincides with the Taconic period of deformation which has been documented in 
other areas of northern Gondwanaland. The Sanamah Formation overlain by Qusaisba 
Member of Qalibah Formation with unconformity relationship which reveals a period of 
uplift and erosion. This period of uplift also coincides with the Taconic period of 
deformation. The Qalibah Formation of Wajid Group overlain by Khusayyayn Formation 
with unconformity relationship which reveals a period of uplift and erosion. This period 
of uplift coincides with the Acadian period of deformation. The Khusayyayn Formation 
overlain by Juwayl Formation with unconformity relationship which reveals a period of 
uplift and erosion coincides with the Hercynian period of deformation (Stump & Van der 




Figure 2.7: Major tectonic events in the Paleozoic succession of southwestern Arabia 
(Stump & Van der Eem, 1995). 
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The progressive erosion of the Sharawra and Qusaiba Members of Qalibah Formation of 
Wajid Group documented the uplift that occurred During the Acadian deformation phase. 
In addition, the presence of Juwayl Formation valleys in the outcrop and in subsurface 
was probably formed in response to the uplift by the Hercynian orogeny which occurred 
during the Middle Carboniferous. 
2.2.4 Najd Fault System control on Wajid Group  
Three main parallel fault zones formed the Najd fault system in Arabian Shield namely 
Ruwah, Ar Rikah, Halaban-Zarghat (Nehlig et al., 2002; Al-Husseini,  2000; Husseini,  
1988; and Johnson, 2003) (Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6).  The displacement along 
Ruwah fault zone range is about 120-150 km (Figure 2.3)(Nehlig et al.,  2002; and 
Mogren et al., 2008). This fault zone marks the suture zone between  Asir and Afif 
terranes and dislocates the northerly trending Nabitah suture zone(Johnson,  2003) 
(Figure 2.4).  
The Ruwah fault zone formed the southern segment of Najd Fault System and extends to 
the subsurface beneath the Phanerozoic sedimentary succession in the western part of 
Rub’ Al-Khali Basin crossing the Wajid Group outcrops in Wadi Al-Dawasir and 
Tathlith (areas of this study)(Dyer & Husseini, 1991).Thus, this fault zone considered the 
most control on the Wajid Group sandstone in the study area.  
2.3 Geological setting of Wajid Group  
The sedimentary succession of Wajid Group sandstone is dipping gently ( around 3o) 
towards east to  Rub’ Al-Khali Basin(Alsharhan et al., 1991). The sandstone of Wajid 
Group in the outcrop is subdivided into five formations which are in ascending order; 
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Dibsiyah, Sanamah, Qalibah, Khusayyayn, and Juwayl formations (Evan et al, 1991; 
Kellogg et al. 1986) (Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9). 
2.3.1 Dibsiyah Formation 
The Dibsiyah Formation is the lower formation of Wajid sandstone which overlies the 
basement rocks (Arabian shield) with Non-conformable contact and overlain by Sanamah 
Formation or younger units with unconformable contact (Stump & Van der Eem, 1995). 
Middle (?) Cambrian to late Ordovician age assigned to Dibsiyah Formation(Figure 2.8, 
Figure 2.9). 
Dibsiyah Formation is 145-m thick at the reference section on the west flank of Jabal 
Dibsiyah and subdivided informally into lower Dibsiyah and upper Dibsiyah (Kellogg et 
al, 1986). The lower Dibsiyah consist at the base of paleosol overlain by cobble to pebble 
conglomerates with variable thickness containing rounded quartz boulders in a quartzose 
matrix cemented by calcite and hematite. Conglomerates overlain by mature sandstone 
with conglomeratic beds intercalation. The lower part of Dibsiyah characterized by 
intense cross-bedding with imbricated clasts within channels of medium-grained to 
conglomeratic sandstones (AlSharhan and Nairn ,1997).The upper part of the Dibsiyah 
Formation consists of quartz-arenite with cross-bedded and intense skolithos sandstone. 
The Paleoenvironment of the lower part of Dibsiyah formation is interpreted as a braided 
stream. The upper part of Dibsiyah formation was deposited in shoreface to tidal flat/tidal 







Figure 2.8: Geological map of Wajid Group sandstone(after Al-Husseini, 2004 and Knox 




Figure 2.9: Stratigraphic Column of the Wajid Group, lithology, and environments (after 




2.3.2 Sanamah Formation 
Sanamah formation is 55 m thick in the reference section in Jabal Sanamah. It rests with 
unconformable contact on the tigillite-bearing sandstone of Dibsiyah Formation (Kellogg 
et al, 1986) and overlain with disconformable contact by Qusiaba member of Qulibah 
Formation or by Khusayyayn Formation (Stump & Van Der Eem, 1995)(Figure 2.8, 
Figure 2.9). In term of lithology, the Sanamah Formation mainly consists of basal 
conglomerate overlain by massive coarse-grained conglomeratic sandstone. Laterally, 
Sanamah Formation is a discontinuous sedimentary body which wedges out between 
Dibsiyah and Khusayyayn Formations (Kellogg et al, 1986). 
2.3.3 Qalibah formation 
Qalibah formation consists of two members; Qusaiba and Sharawra member. The 
Qusaiba member is mainly mudstone whereas, Sharawra member is sandstone. In Wajid 
outcrop in SW Saudi Arabia, Qusaiba crop out and it is about 61 m. it rests 
unconformably on Sanamah Formation and overlain by Khusayyayn Formation with very 
sharp and unconformable contact (Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9). It mainly consists of a 
succession of siltstone and flaggy, silty sandstone (Evans et al. 1991). 
In the subsurface, the Qalibah Formation consists of two members: the lower Qusaiba 
Member and the upper Sharawra Member. The Qusaiba Member is a succession of 
dominant shale with minor siltstones and sandstones; the Sharawra member is 
dominantly sandstones with subordinate siltstones, (Evans et al. 1991). 
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2.3.4 Khusayyayn Formation  
In the type section, Khusayyayn Formation is about 200m (Kellogg et al, 1986). It has 
unconformable contact with Qusaiba member of Qalibah formation in Hima area. 
However, it also rests nonconformity on the Precambrian basement near Najran area and 
with unconformable contact with Sanamah Formation south of Wadi Al-Dawasir. 
Khusayyayn Formation is overlain by Juwayl Formation with unconformable contact 
(Stump & Van Der Eem, 1995).  Khusayyayn Formation consists mainly of homogenous 
bedded, medium to coarse-grained sandstone with cross-lamination dipping NW (Figure 
2.8, Figure 2.9)(Kellogg et al, 1986). 
2.3.5 Juwayl Formation 
 Juwayl Formation is about 125 m thick in the composite section for the northern area of 
Wajid outcrop belt and similar thickness determined by(McClure, 1980) in Bani Khatmah 
area. However, 50 m to a 135-m thickness of Juwayl Formation determined from the 
same area by Hadley and Schmidt (1975). Juwayl Formation overlies Khusayyayn 
Formation with unconformable contact and overlain by carbonate of the Khuff Formation 
with unconformable contact (Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9). 
In term of lithology, Juwayl Formation consists of stacked channel sandstone and debris 
flows. At the base, Juwayl Formation consists of medium to coarse-grained, massive 
sandstone with regular bedding and varves with dropstones. This unit is overlain by 
sandstone unit with undulating, oblique or cross-bedding conglomeratic layers. The upper 
unit is sandstone with regular or cross-bedding (Figure 2.8) (Evans et al, 1991).  The bulk 
lithology range between sublitharenite/subarkosic to guartzarenite. The Juwayl formation 
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crop out in two distinct belts within Wadi Tathlith quadrangle (Kellogg et al, 1986), one 
of these belts trend north and the other trend NNE.  
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Chapter 3  
Lineament Study and Analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
Lineaments are defined as straight or slightly curved surface features of natural origin, 
interpreted from images (O’leary et al., 1976; Koike et al., 1998).  They may consist of 
geomorphic (relief), tonal (contrast differences)  and straight valleys, contrasting tone, 
straight ridges, and alignment of vegetation (Roy et al. 1993; Ross and Frohlich, 1993; 
Cepeda, 1994; Hatcher, 1995; Sabin 1997). Lineaments may represent fracture traces and 
relate to a zone of weakness in the Earth’s crust (Sabin, 1997).  They are essential for the 
regional-scale study of fracture traces due to their cost- and time-efficiency, and better 
interpretations. Moreover, lineaments provide basic knowledge and information about 
stress and tectonic setting(Hariri, 2008).  
Lineaments analysis and interpretation were conducted on Wajid Group using Landsat-8 
OLI/TIRS satellite images with 30-m resolution, Spot-5 satellite images with 2.5-m 
resolution and SRTM Digital Elevation Models (DEM) with 30-m resolution. Those 
images were processed and enhanced using ArcGIS 10.2 and Erdas Imagine software to 
obtain better traces of lineaments. Lineaments were delineated and traced on computer 
screen manually using ArcMap 10.2. Nine lineament traces maps were constructed 
covering the northern, central, southern, and western parts of the study area (Figure 3.1). 
Lineaments attributes and properties such as orientation and length were determined and 




Figure 3.1: Location map of lineaments study. The dash line boxes define the outline of 
lineament maps. 
3.2 Lineament Traces Maps 
Lineament traces within Wajid Group outcrop were delineated and mapped in multi-scale 
maps (1:1500000, 1:500000, 1:200000, 1:125000, 1:12000, and 1:6000) based on the 
visual interpretation of lineaments from satellite images and shaded-DEM images(Figure 
3.1), and nine lineament trace maps were generated. The large lineament traces within 
northern, central and southern parts of Wajid Group outcrop were mapped with a scale of 
1:1500000 and two major trends of lineament were dominant: NNE-SSW (0150) and 
NW-SE (1450) (Figure 3.2). The satellite images and DEM-shaded derived lineament 
traces in the northern part of the studied area, where the Dibsiyah, Sanamah, Khusyyayn 
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and Juwayl formations are exposed (Wadi Al-Dawasir and Tathlith areas) have been 
mapped with a scales of 1:500000 and 1:200000 in three maps (Figure 3.3)(Figure 
3.4)(Figure 3.5). Lineament traces map with a scale of 1:500000 has been established 
with 382 lineament traces and five major lineament trends were identified NW-SE (1350), 
NW-SE (1500) NNE-SSW(0150), NE-SW(0450), and E-W(0900)(Figure 3.3). In Wadi Al-
Dawasir area, a lineament trace map with a scale of 1:200000 has been established with  
96 lineament traces and four major lineament trends were identified NW-SE(1350), 
NNW-SSE(1650), ENE-WSW(0750), and E-W(0900)(Figure 3.4). In Tathalith area, a 
lineament trace map with a scale of 1:200000 has been established with 102 lineament 
traces and four major lineament trends were identified NW-SE (1350), NW-SE (1500), 
NNE-SSW(0100), and E-W(0900) (Figure 3.5). 
In the central part of the studied area, where the Khusayyayn Formation is exposed, 
satellite images and DEM-shaded derived lineament trace map with a scale of 1:200000 
was constructed, and 197 lineament traces were defined (Figure 3.6). In this area, six 
lineament trends were identified: NW-SE (1350), NNW-SSE (1650), N-S (0000), NNE-
SSW (0150), NE-SW (0300) and WNW-ESE (1050) (Figure 3.6). A satellite images and 
DEM-shaded derived lineament trace map with a scale of 1:200000 and 676 lineament 
traces was generated for the southern part of the studied area, where the Khussyayan 
formation outcrop overlay the basement rocks, and six trends of lineament traces were 
defined: NW-SE (1400), N-S(0000), NNE-SSW(0150), NE-SW(0300), NE-SW(0500)  and 




Figure 3.2: Map and rose diagram of the Major lineaments within the whole outcrop of 
Wajid Group traced on the Landsat satellite image. Rose diagram shows NW-SE and 







Figure 3.3: Landsat Satellite-derived Lineament traces map with a scale of 1:500000 of 
the northern part of Wajid Group outcrops (Wadi Al-Dawasir & Tathlith areas). Rose 




Figure 3.4: A) Landsat-8 satellite image, B) Spot-5 satellite image, C) Shielded relief 
digital elevation model (SRTM DEM), and D) Interpreted lineament trace map with the 
combination of lineaments from A, B, and C of the northern part of Wajid Group outcrop 








Figure 3.5: A) Landsat-8 satellite image, B) Spot-5 satellite image, C) Shielded relief 
digital elevation model (SRTM DEM), and D) Interpreted lineament trace map with the 
combination of lineaments from A, B, and C of the northern part of Wajid Group outcrop 







Figure 3.6: A) Landsat-8 satellite image, B) Spot-5 satellite image, C) Shielded relief 
digital elevation model (SRTM DEM), and D) Interpreted lineament trace map with the 
combination of lineaments from A, B, and C of the central part of Wajid Group outcrop, 





Figure 3.7:  Landsat-8 satellite image, B) Spot-5 satellite image, C) Shielded relief digital 
elevation model (SRTM DEM), and D) Interpreted lineament trace map with the 
combination of lineaments from A, B, and C of the southern part of Wajid Group outcrop 









Lineament trace map with a scale of 1:12000 was constructed to account for the western 
outcrops of the Wajid Group in Abha city (Figure 3.1), where the lower part of Wajid 
Group exposed, and 342 lineament traces were defined (Figure 3.8). In this area, four 
lineament trends were identified:  NE-SW (0350), NW-SE (1400), N-S (0050), and E-W 
(0950); however, the NE-SW (0350) is the most dominant lineament trend (Figure 3.8). 
The lineament traces within Wajid Group outcrop in Jabal Al-Gahar, SW of Abha city 
were mapped with a scales of 1:125000 and 1:6000 to define the major trends of 
lineament on a different scale. 1559 lineament trace were detected from the lineament 
trace map with a scale of 1:125000 and two lineament trends were also delineated 
included NE-SW(0300) and WNW-ESE(1100); where the NE-SW(0300) is the most 
dominant (Figure 3.9). In Jabal Al-Gahar, the lineament traces within Wajid Group 
outcrop also were mapped with a scale of 1:6000, and 73 lineament traces were 
delineated and two orthogonal lineament trends were observed included NE-SW(0300) 





Figure 3.8: Satellite-derived Lineament trace map of Wajid Group outcrop in Abha area 




Figure 3.9: Satellite-derived Lineament trace map of Wajid Group outcrop in Jabal Al-
Gahar (black box is an outline of Figure 3.10), and the rose diagram shows NE-SW and 





Figure 3.10: Satellite-derived Lineament trace map with a scale of 1:6000 of Wajid 










The satellite images and DEM-shaded derived lineament trace maps supplemented by the 
aeromagnetic lineament map with a scale of 1:1500000, and 77 major lineaments of the 
eastern parts of Wajid Group outcrops. The aeromagnetic lineament traces within Wajid 
Group outcrop classified into three trends included NW-SE (1350), E-W(0900), and N-S 
(0000) (Figure 3.11). The NW-SE (1350) trending lineament traces are predominant in the 
studied outcrops. The trends of lineaments derived from aeromagnetic anomalies are 






Figure 3.11: A) Reduced-to-the pole magnetic anomaly map of Wajid Group outcrop 
(provided by Saudi Geological Survey), B) Interpreted lineament trace map from the 










3.3 Lineament Orientation Analysis 
Histograms of lineaments orientation dataset were established for northern, central, 
southern and western parts and for the whole outcrop of Wajid Group as well, to classify 
lineaments into sets and delineate the frequency of each set (Table 3.1). The frequency of 
large-scale lineament trace orientations for the whole outcrop is analyzed using the 
histogram. The orientations are classified into five sets that include NW-SE (1450), NW-
SE (1350), NNE-SSW (0150), NE-SW (0350), and ENE-WSW (0700). The most dominant 
sets of lineament are NW-SE (1450) and NNE-SSW (0150) (Figure 3.12). 
Lineament traces in the northern part of studied outcrop in Wadi Al-Dawasir area 
occurred in four sets that include NW-SE(1350), NW-SE(1500),  NNW-SSE(1650), and 
ENE-WSW(0750) (Figure 3.13). In Tathalith area, the lineament traces occurred in four 
sets that include NW-SE (1350), NW-SE (1550), N-S (0050), and E-W (0900) (Figure 










Table 3.1: Table summarizes the lineament trends of Wajid Group at a different scale. 
Wajid Outcrops Lineament Maps Number of 
Lineaments 








































































Figure 3.12: Histogram shows the frequency of large-scale lineament traces within the 
whole outcrop of Wajid Group in the eastern area. The NW-SE and NNE-SSW are the 











In the central part of Wajid Group outcrop, lineament traces are classified into five sets 
that include NW-SE (1350), NW-SE (1450), NNW-SSE (1650), N-S (0050), and NE-SW 
(0350) (Figure 3.13). The NW-SE trending lineament set is predominant (Figure 3.13).  
In the southern part of studied outcrop (Najran area), the lineament traces orientation 
classified into five sets that include NW-SE (1450), N-S (0000), NNE-SSW (0150), NE-
SW (0300), and NE-SW (0550) (Figure 3.13). The most dominant lineament sets in this 
area are N-S (0000), NE-SW (0550) and NW-SE (1450). However, the NNE-SSW (0100) 
and NE-SW (0300) are also frequent. The dominant lineament trends in the western part 
of Wajid Group outcrop is the NE-SW (0350); however, the WNW-ESE(1100) is also 
observed as a frequent trend in Jabal Al-Gahar (Figure 3.14). 
The NW-SE and northerly (include N-S, NNW-SSE, and NNE-SSW) trending lineament 
sets were observed as dominant sets in the multi-scale trace maps of the eastern outcrops 
of Wajid Group which are exposed in area extend from Wadi Al-Dawasir till Najran city. 






Figure 3.13: Histograms showing the frequency of lineament traces in, A) northern area 





Figure 3.14: Histograms of lineaments orientation for the western part of  Wajid Group 





3.4 Lineament Length Analysis 
The lineaments trace length distribution of Wajid Group outcrop was obtained by plotting 
the cumulative length frequency versus the length using a log-log diagram (Figure 3.15). 
The lineament trace-length of the whole Wajid Group outcrop was distributed according 
to the power-law distribution (straight line on the log-log diagram) with R2= 0.956. 
 
 





The joint frequency of lineament sets and their trace-lengths was established to define the 
length range for each lineament set Figure 3.16). The result showed that the northerly 
(including N-S, NNE-SSW, and NNW-SSE), NE-SW and NW-SE trending lineament 
sets are the most frequent within Wajid Group outcrop with a wide range of length. The 
NW-SE trending set of lineament (yellow color in Figure 3.16)  is observed as a frequent 
lineament set with length range extending to 20 km. The northerly (including N-S, NNE-
SSW, and NNW-SSE) lineament sets are frequent with length range extending to 15 km. 
The NE-SW trending lineament set is frequent with length range extending to 10 km.  
On the contrary, the easterly (including E-W, ENE-WSW, and WNW-ESE) trending sets 
of lineament are frequent within a short range of length extending to 5 km. Based on the 
joint frequency analysis of lineament sets and their lengths (Figure 3.16), lineament 
traces within length less than 5 km occurred in a variety of trends and high frequency. 
However, the large-scale lineament traces with a length greater than 5 km are mostly 
associated with three major trends including the northerly (including N-S, NNE-SSW, 




Figure 3.16: Joint frequency histogram shows the occurrence of lineament sets at 








3.5 Tectonic Implication of Lineament Analysis 
Each lineament trend determined in this study may indicate a specific tectonic and 
structural setting. The northerly trending lineament traces found in the north, central and 
southern parts of the studied outcrop (including N-S, NNE-SSW, and NNW-SSE) are 
consistent with the N-S trending basement faults (Arabian trend) in the Ghawar oil field 
(Edgell, 1992; Hariri, 2008)(Figure 2.4). This trend of lineaments also corresponded to 
the N-S trending Nabitah suture zone in the southern part of the Arabian shield (Nehlig et 
al., 2002;  Johnson & Stewart, 1995). This trend is most probably due to the E-W 
extensional tectonics (Edgell, 1992). The presence of the northerly trending lineaments 
within the Wajid Group outcrop (Cambrian to Permian) reflects the influence of the 
Precambrian basement structures on the sedimentary succession in the southwestern part 
of Saudi Arabia. Therefore, the repeated rejuvenation of the basement faults during the 
Phanerozoic Era is most probably exerted such lineament trends within the Wajid Group 
outcrop. 
The E-W trending lineament traces most probably related to the E-W trending 
Precambrian basement structures reported by Edgell (1992). This trend might be 
generated by an N-S extension stress regime due to the initial updoming of the Arabian-
Nubian Shield (Edgell, 1992). 
The NW-SE trending lineament traces (predominant in the study area) are most probably 
inherited from the Precambrian basement structure, and related to the NW-SE trending 
left-lateral Najd Fault system  which is exposed over 1100 km over the Arabian shield 
(Brown & Jackson, 1960), with 300 km left-lateral dislocation (Brown, 1972; Moore & 
Al-Shanti, 1979; Davies, 1984). It extends under the Phanerozoic age section across the 
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western part of Rub’ Al-Khali Basin ( the area of this study) (Brown, 1972; Husseini, 
2000; Nehlig et al., 2002, Johnson & Stewart, 1995) (Figure 2.4). Moreover, this trend is 
also concordant with the NW-SE trending Infracambrian Graben system in the western 
part of the Rub’ Al-Khali Basin reported by Dyer & Husseini, (1991) and Lange, (2006). 
This basement structure could have been reactivated during the Phanerozoic and hence 
produced such a lineament trend within the Wajid Group outcrop (Edgell, 1992; Lange, 
2006; Dyer & Al-Husseini, 1991). The domination of such trend of lineament within 
Wajid Group outcrop reveals that the study area was significantly affected by the 
southern segment of Najd fault zones (Ruwah fault zone)(Figure 2.4)(Figure 2.5)(Figure 
2.6). 
The NE-SW trend of lineament traces within Wajid Group outcrop is consistent with the 
NE-SW trending basement suture zones within the Precambrian basement in Yemen 
which were formed during the Pan-African orogeny(Quick 1991; Windley et al., 1996; 
Whitehouse et al., 2001). Thus, the NE-SW trending lineament traces are most likely 
inherited from the NE-SW trending Precambrian basement structures.  
Three major trends of aeromagnetic lineament traces including NW-SE(135o), E-
W(090o), and N-S(000o) observed in the Wajid Group outcrop (Figure 3.11), and they are 
consistent with the trends of aeromagnetic lineament traces in the southern part of the 
Arabian shield reported by Nehlig et al. (2002). The similarity between aeromagnetic 
lineament trace of Arabian Shield and Wajid Group outcrops reveals that the Wajid 
Group lineaments most probably inherited from Precambrian basement structures and 
reflect their influence on the sedimentary cover in the study area. 
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The occurrence of the NE-SW lineaments and fracture trend as a dominant trend in the 
western part of the studied area(Abha area) is most probably due to the dominance of the 


















Chapter 4  
Outcrop Fracture characterization 
4.1 Introduction 
The fracture system can provide a significant increase in reservoir permeability when the 
fractures are open and connected. It can have a major impact on the fluid flow behavior 
in the fractured reservoir(Nelson, 2001).  Therefore, characterization of fracture system 
parameters(included orientation, aperture size, type, infilling materials, height and 
termination, spacing, cross-cutting relationship, and spatial distribution) of reservoir rock 
is important for understanding the fluid flow in fractured reservoir (Nelson, 2001;Odling 
et al., 1999; Bertotti et al., 2007). The natural fractures in sandstones as a role of 
mechanical stratigraphy was studied by many researchers(Fall et al.,  2015;  Guiton et al., 
2003; Hooker et al., 2009; Hooker et al., 2014; Hooker et al., 2015;  Odling, 1997; Olson 
et al., 2009; Ortega et al., 2006;  Zahm & Hennings, 2009).Outcrop analogues are widely 
used to study the fracture systems of the fractured sandstone reservoirs(Olson et al., 
2009; Nelson, 2001; Odling et al., 1999; Strijker et al., 2012; Bertotti et al., 2007; 
Sonntag et al., 2012; Hennings et al., 2000; Laubach & Ward 2006).  
This chapter intended to investigate the outcrop-scale fracture systems within Wajid 
Group in the Wadi Al-Dawasir area, southwestern part of Saudi Arabia, where the four 
formations of Wajid Group are exposed. The fracture characteristics include the 
orientation, type, infilling materials, cross-cutting relationship were described in 15 
outcrop stations (Figure 1.2). Other characteristics include the average fracture spacing, 
height, and fracture terminations were quantified in five outcrops stations (sub-vertical 
outcrops) (included S01, S03, S04, S10, and S13 in Figure 1.2) using the scanline 
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method. At the outcrop scale, three main fracture sets were identified as predominant; 
N165o, N015o, and N075o. However, the N135o and N035o are also present. The 
extensional fractures (mode 1) are the dominant type of fracture which formed the 
fracture system in Wajid Group outcrops. These fractures are mainly open and observed 
cutting across the whole outcrop in the vertical dimension. In some places, those fractures 
are filled or coated with calcite or iron oxides as the dominant filling material. Fracture 
swarms were also observed in the studied outcrops, and they oriented N015o.  
4.2 Fracture Data Analysis 
4.2.1 Fracture Orientation  
Five sets of the outcrop-scale fractures were delineated include N015o, N165o, N075o, 
N135o, and N035o (Figure 4.1). However, the N015o, N165o, and N075o were observed as 
predominant fracture sets in the studied outcrops. The N165o and N075o were observed as 
dominant fracture sets in the northern part of the studied outcrops; however, in the 




Figure 4.1: Fracture trends in 15 fracture stations (the dark line is the outcrop face 
direction) 
4.2.2 Fracture Height and Termination 
The heights of the N015o, N165o, and N075o oriented fracture sets were measured in five 
outcrop stations (included S01, S03, S04, S10, and S13 in Figure 1.2). The reported 
heights of non-strata-bounded fractures oriented N015o, N165o, and N075o were larger 
than the bed thickness and generally as large as the outcrop height (Figure 4.2); However, 
between those fractures, there were strata-bounded fractures observed with heights equal 
or less than bed thickness. The fracture terminations were observed at the bedding planes 
and inside the sandstone layers. The terminations at bedding planes were dominant, 
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particularly at the bedding plane between the fine and coarse-grained sandstone layers. 
The degree of fracture termination at bedding plane varied from one formation to another. 
The degree of fracture terminations at bedding plane in the well-stratified fluvial and 
shallow marine sandstone formations (Khusayyayn and Dibsiyah Formations) are higher 




Figure 4.2: Two fracture sets (N165o and N075o) persisting along the vertical outcrop of 




Figure 4.3: The degree of fracture termination at bedding plane versus a total number of 





















































4.2.3 Fracture Spacing Analysis 
Fracture spacing is an important quantitative fractures parameter that considered as a key 
parameter to predict fracture porosity and permeability in the fractured reservoirs 
(Nelson, 2001). The average fracture spacing was directly quantified from the outcrop in 
five outcrop stations (included S01, S03, S04, S10, and S13 in Figure 1.2) (Table 4.1) 
(Figure 4.4) using scanline oriented normal to the fractures strike. The average fracture 
spacing was quantified for N165o oriented fracture set in the outcrop stations S01, S03, 
S04, and S10, and for N015o oriented fracture set in outcrop station S13.  
In the lower Dibsiyah Formation (station S01), the average fracture spacing was 
quantified for the N165o fracture set in 13 scanlines (Table 4.1). The reported results 
showed that the average fracture spacing ranges from 1.3-m to 2.8-m with an average 
spacing equal to 1.9-m (Figure 4 4). In the upper Dibsiyah Formation (station S04), the 
average fracture spacing of the N165o oriented fracture set ranges from 1.23-m and 15.2-
m with an average value equal to 9.3-m (Figure 4 4). In the Sanamah Formation (station 
S03), the average fracture spacing of N165o ranges from 0.4-m and 16.4-m with an 
average value equal to 7.9 m (Figure 4 4). In the Khusayyayn Formation (station S10), 
The average spacing of N165o fracture set ranges from 0.35-m to 9-m with an average 
value equal to 5.8-m (Figure 4 4). In Juwayl Formation (station S13), the average fracture 
spacing of N015o fracture set ranges from 1.3-m to 11.6-m with an average value equal 



























































Generally, the increasing of the average fracture spacing is mainly associated with 
increasing in the sandstone bed thickness or increasing in sandstone grains size, or both. 
The braided river sandstone of lower Dibsiyah Formation displayed thin layers than the 
upper Dibsiyah Formation, and this associated with small values of average fracture 
spacing than the upper Dibsiyah Formation.  The effect of sandstone grain size on the 
average fracture spacing was documented in the Sanamah Formation, where fine-grained 
sandstone in the uppermost part displayed small values of average fracture spacing than 








Figure 4.4: Vertical sedimentological logs and vertical profiles of average fracture spacing of lower Dibsiyah, upper Dibsiyah, 
Sanamah, Khusayyayn, and Juwayl Formations. 
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4.2.4 Fracture Type and Infilling Materials 
The fracture type and infilling and coating material (44 readings) were characterized in 
Wajid Group outcrop. Most of the studied fractures are vertical to sub-vertical and open 
(mode I) (joints) (Figure 4.5). Some fractures are sealed either by iron oxides or calcite 
minerals or coated by iron oxides, or calcite minerals or both (the calcite coated the iron 
oxide)(Figure 4.5)(Figure 4.6). Moreover, reworked sandstone was observed as infilling 
material of the N035o oriented fracture set in Khusayyayn Formation outcrop in station 
S11, and siltstone/clay was observed as the infilling material of the N135o oriented 
fracture set in Khusayyayn Formation (station S11)(Figure 4.6). The distribution of 
fracture infilling materials in the studied outcrop with respect to fracture orientation was 
studied by establishing the joint histogram of fracture infilling materials and fracture 
orientation (Figure 4.7). The iron oxide minerals were observed in all sets of fractures, 
while the calcite infilling and coating material characterized the N015o, N075o, and 




Figure 4.5: Outcrop photographs showing; A) Open fracture (joint). B) Iron oxides and 
calcite minerals coated the fracture surface. C) Calcite mineral coated the fracture 







Figure 4.6: Microphotographs of fracture infilling material. A) Iron oxides, B) calcite, C) 










Figure 4.7: Column chart shows the frequency distribution of the fracture-infilling and 








4.2.5 Fracture Swarms 
Fracture swarms defined as a  narrow (few meters), long, and continuous zone of 
intensive fractures which usually well developed and exposed where the sedimentary 
rock is massive and dense (Nelson, 2001; Peacock, 2001; Mandl, 2005). N015o oriented 
fracture swarms were observed within Khusayyayn Formation outcrop in the eastern part 
of the study area (station S14), and they vertically extend and cutting across the entire 
succession of Wajid Group (Figure 4.8). Fracture swarms in the studied outcrops are 
mainly open fractures, and in some places, they are coated by iron oxide minerals. The 
density of fracture swarms is ten times higher than the density of the normal fracture 





Figure 4.8: Fracture density profile across fracture swarms in the outcrop station S014, 
Khusayyayn  Formation, Wadi Al-Dawasir area. 
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Chapter 5  
Geomechanical Characterization 
5.1 Introduction 
Understanding the geomechanical behavior of Wajid Group sandstones is important for 
groundwater and hydrocarbon (unconventional resources) exploration and production 
from Wajid and Rub’ Al-Khali Basins, respectively.  In this chapter, the geomechanical 
characteristics of Wajid Group sandstones included rock strength (Schmidt reading 
number (RN) and the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS)) and static Young’s Modulus 
(E) were characterized. The Schmidt reading number (RN) and the uniaxial compressive 
strength (UCS) are strength index of rock where high values indicate that the rock is 
strong and vice versa. The static Young’s Modulus (E) is the stiffness index of the rocks, 
where, the rock with high values of static Young’s Modulus (E) is more brittle than the 
rock with low values(Rickman, 2008). A further target of this chapter is to investigate the 
relationships between the geomechanical properties and the petrographic and 
petrophysical properties of the studied sandstones. These relationships will help to 
understand the distribution and intensity of the fractures in different lithological units and 
will help to establish predictive models of the geomechanical properties. Schmidt 
hammer rebound device was used to measure the strength of Wajid Group sandstones in 
the outcrop. In addition, the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) of studied sandstones 
was measured in the laboratories using the uniaxial compression test equipment. The 
static Young’s Modulus as rock brittleness and stiffness index was derived from the 
measured stress and strain values from a uniaxial compression test. The relationships 
between geomechanical properties and the petrographic and petrophysical properties of 
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the studied sandstones were established for Wajid Group sandstones as one succession 
and for each formation as well. 
 Strong relationships were observed between the geomechanical properties and the 
petrographic and petrophysical properties in the glacial origin sandstones of Sanamah and 
Juwayl Formations. On the contrary, the non-glacial origin sandstones from lower 
Dibsiyah (braided river), upper Dibsiyah (shallow marine), and Khusayyayn formations 
(fluvial) characterized by weak correlation between geomechanical, petrographic and 
petrophysical properties. Predictive models were established to account for the Schmidt 
readings number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), and the static Young's 
Modulus (E).  The whole succession of Wajid Group sandstone in the study area 
subdivided into 27 discrete mechanical units based on its geomechanical properties.  
5.2 Geomechanical Properties Data Analysis 
5.2.1 Schmidt Hammer Rebound Readings Number (RN)  
The strength values of Wajid Group sandstones measured in the field using the Schmidt 
hammer rebound device and the results of Schmidt reading number (RN) are shown in 
Table 5.1. The highest values of the RN were observed in sandstone samples from Juwayl 
Formation with average values equal to 31.40. The values of the RN of sandstone 
samples from Dibsiyah Formation (lower and upper) and Khusayyayn Formation 
displayed similarity with an average value equal to 28.45 for Dibsiyah Formation and 
29.85 for Khusayyayn Formation(Table 5.2).  The smallest average value of  RN (25.76) 
was observed in sandstone samples from Sanamah Formation, which indicate that the 
Sanamah Formation sandstone is weak.  
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The variability of RN values in the vertical dimension investigated by calculating the 
coefficient of variation (CV) as shown in Table 5.2. The variability of the RN values of 
sandstone samples from Juwayl and Sanamah Formation (CV equal to 0.28 and 0.23, 
respectively) is higher than the variability of RN values of lower Dibsiyah, upper 
Dibsiyah and Khusayyayn Formations (CV equal to 0.13, 0.14 and 0.15, respectively). 
Accordingly, the variation of RN values within the Sanamah and Juwayl Formations is 
higher than the variation within the other formations, which indicates that the lithological 
and diagenetic variation is high in Sanamah and Juwayl Formations than the other 
formations. 
The RN values vertically fluctuated within Dibsiyah Formation outcrop and formed 
increasing upward cycles (small cycles in lower Dibsiyah Formation and large in upper 
Dibsiyah Formation)(Figure 5.1).  The RN values increased upward in Sanamah 
Formation, with highest values in the uppermost of Sanamah Formation succession 
(Figure 5.1).  In Khusayyayn Formation, the (RN) values are high in the lower and upper 
part of the section, and low in the middle part (Figure 5.1). In Juwayl Formation, the RN 
values are fluctuated from low in the lower part, high in the middle part, low in upper 
middle part, and high again in the uppermost part of the Juwayl succession(Figure 5.1). 
5.2.2 Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS) 
The uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) values for 82 sandstone samples from Wajid 
Group were obtained and the results shown in Table 5.1. The highest values of UCS were 
observed in sandstone samples from Juwayl Formation with an average value equal to 
7.97 Mpa; however, sandstone samples from Sanamah Formation also showed high 
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average values of UCS (4.34 Mpa) (Table 5.1). On the contrary, the average values of 
UCS  (3.42 Mpa for Dibsiyah Formation and 3.6 Mpa for Khusayyayn Formation) of 
sandstone samples from Dibsiyah Formation (lower and upper) and Khusayyayn 
Formations showed similarity and smaller than other formations(Table 5.2). 
High variability of the UCS values observed in all sandstone samples; however, the 
highest variability characterized sandstone samples from Juwayl and Sanamah 
Formations (CV equal to 0.92, and 1.96, respectively) (Table 5.2). On the other side, the 
moderate variability of UCS values observed in the lower Dibsiyah, upper Dibsiyah and 
Khusayyayn Formations with CV equal 0.70, 0.86, and 0.65, respectively Table 5.2). 
The UCS values within Dibsiyah Formation vertically oscillated due to the variation of 
sandstones texture and mineral composition with large cycles within upper Dibsiyah 
Formation(Figure 5.1). In Sanamah Formation, the UCS values formed a large increasing 
upward cycle with highest values in the uppermost of Sanamah formation succession 
(Figure 5.1). In Khusayyayn Formation, the UCS values are high in the lower and upper 
part of the section, and low in the middle part (Figure 5.1). In Juwayl Formation, the UCS 
values are fluctuated from low in the lower, high in the middle, low again in upper 
middle part, and high in the uppermost part of the studied section where the sandstones 
are highly cemented with calcite (Figure 5.1). 
5.2.3 Static Young’s Modulus (E) 
The static Young’s Modulus(E) values were determined for 82 sandstone samples from 
Wajid Group (Table 5.1). The highest values of static Young’s Modulus were observed in 
sandstone samples from Juwayl Formation with an average value equal to 48.28 Gpa; 
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however, sandstone samples from Sanamah Formation also showed high average values 
of static Young’s Modulus (38.10 Gpa). The values of the static Young’s modulus of the 
Dibsiyah (lower and upper) and Khusayyayn Formations sandstones are almost similar 
with average equal to 31.92 Gpa for Dibsiyah and 32.81 for Khusayyayn Formations 
Table 5.2). The sandstone samples from glacial origin sandstone formations (Sanamah 
and Juwayl) displayed high average values of E than the non-glacial origin sandstone 
(Dibsiyah and Khusayyayn Formations) which indicate that the glacial origin sandstone 
is more brittle than the non-glacial origin sandstone. 
In the vertical dimension, the values of static Young’s Modulus (E) of lower Dibsiyah 
sandstones are fluctuated and formed small increasing upward cycles (Figure 5.1). In the 
upper Dibsiyah formation, the values of static Young’s Modulus (E) of sandstone 
distributed in two increasing upward cycles as shown in Figure 5.1.  The values of static 
Young’s Modulus (E) of Sanamah Formation succession are low in lower and middle 
part and high at the uppermost units. In Khusayyayn Formation, the values of static 
Young’s Modulus (E) of sandstones are high in lower and uppermost parts of the 
sandstone succession and low in the middle part. Within Juwayl formation, the values of 
static Young’s Modulus (E) are low in the lower and upper middle parts of the succession 
and high at middle and uppermost parts (Figure 5.1). The reported variations in static 
Young’s Modulus (E) value within Wajid Group sandstones are mainly due to variations 
























J3.5 41 19.93 120 2UD18 27 1.76 9
J3.4 21 1.94 20.3 2UD17 27 3.02 42.7
J3.3 26 4.63 31.9 2UD16 22 0.24 8.8
J3.2 40 10 47.2 2UD15 30 0.55 10.4
J3.1 29 3.42 22 2UD14 32 2.11 14.8
K1.7 29 6.43 59.7 2UD13 28 0.87 7.5
K1.6 24 6.7 36 2UD12 28 1.13 10.1
K1.5 24 2.36 16.3 2UD11 28 2.7 32.5
K1.4 32 1.037 16 2UD10 28 5.3 82.9
K1.3 32 1.39 8 2UD9 24 1.23 17.9
K1.2 36 2.47 30.7 2UD8 36 2.75 15.2
K1.1 32 4.98 63 2UD7 24 2.06 43.7
SUD22 45 33.69 130 2UD6 24 1.85 24.6
SUD21 33 16.98 127.7 2UD5 27 0.41 29.7
SUD20 26 0.4 20.7 2UD4 27 1.15 17.3
SUD19 25 3.59 29.4 2UD3 25 0.12 3
SUD18 22 3 34.27 2UD2 25 0.57 11.7
SUD17 21 0.34 17 2UD1 17 0.63 13.1
SUD16 23 1.5 12 LD22 30 3.53 108.4
SUD15 24 1.09 22.5 LD21 30 7.07 62.4
SUD14 25 0.73 15.7 LD20 35 1.83 8.4
SUD13 24 1.37 24.4 LD19 28 3.9 27.9
SUD12 25 0.9 11 LD18 27 3.42 34.7
SUD11 26 0.73 12.6 LD17 26 4.86 46.7
SUD10 29 0.58 15.4 LD16 21 3.01 27
SUD9 30 0.7 8 LD15 34 1.21 8.8
SUD8 20 2.5 61.9 LD14 34 1.36 21.5
SUD7 20 2.6 36.5 LD13 31 2.67 18
SUD6 20 2.97 68.57 LD12 31 1.5 26.9
D3.7 32 8.84 129.9 LD11 30 3.8 21.1
D3.6 26 3.85 40.3 LD10 29 0.42 8
D3.5W 33 2.3 15.2 LD9 30 9.33 18.2
D3.5R 34 5.6 47.2 LD8A 30 8.1 37.3
D3.4 30 1.38 23.3 LD7 29 3.8 26.6
D3.3 30 3.11 40.6 LD6 30 1.96 24.5
D3.2 30 3.11 39.5 LD5 34 1.24 8.2
D3.1 31 8.31 98.4 LD4 20 0.81 11
2UD23 34 6.81 27 LD3 24 6.22 41.4
2UD22 32 6.4 56.5 LD2 26 5.24 74.4
2UD20 25 3.76 28.5 LD1B 27 4.33 42.8









Table 5.2: Statistical parameters of geomechanical properties for all data and for each formation. 
 




Nbr. of observations 82 82 82
Minimum 17.00 0.12 3.00
Maximum 45.00 33.69 130.00
Range 28.00 33.57 127.00
1st Quartile 25.00 1.14 14.90
Median 28.00 2.49 24.55
3rd Quartile 31.00 4.22 41.20
Mean 28.20 3.68 33.96
Standard deviation (n) 4.96 4.72 29.54
Variation coefficient 0.18 1.28 0.87
Nbr. of observations 5 5 5
Minimum 21.00 1.94 20.30
Maximum 41.00 19.93 120.00
Range 20.00 17.99 99.70
1st Quartile 26.00 3.42 22.00
Median 29.00 4.63 31.90
3rd Quartile 40.00 10.00 47.20
Mean 31.40 7.98 48.28
Standard deviation (n) 7.86 6.56 37.11
Variation coefficient 0.25 0.82 0.77
Nbr. of observations 7 7 7
Minimum 24.00 1.04 8.00
Maximum 36.00 6.70 63.00
Range 12.00 5.66 55.00
1st Quartile 26.50 1.88 16.15
Median 32.00 2.47 30.70
3rd Quartile 32.00 5.71 47.85
Mean 29.86 3.62 32.81
Standard deviation (n) 4.16 2.20 20.07
Variation coefficient 0.14 0.61 0.61
Nbr. of observations 17 17 17
Minimum 20.00 0.34 8.00
Maximum 45.00 33.69 130.00
Range 25.00 33.35 122.00
1st Quartile 22.00 0.73 15.40
Median 25.00 1.37 22.50
3rd Quartile 26.00 2.97 36.50
Mean 25.76 4.33 38.10
Standard deviation (n) 5.96 8.25 36.97
Variation coefficient 0.23 1.90 0.97
Nbr. of observations 32 32 32
Minimum 17.00 0.12 3.00
Maximum 36.00 8.84 129.90
Range 19.00 8.72 126.90
1st Quartile 25.75 1.10 12.75
Median 28.00 2.21 25.80
3rd Quartile 30.25 3.78 42.95
Mean 28.19 2.92 34.98
Standard deviation (n) 3.89 2.40 30.94
Variation coefficient 0.14 0.82 0.88
Nbr. of observations 23 23 23
Minimum 20.00 0.42 8.00
Maximum 35.00 9.33 108.40
Range 15.00 8.91 100.40
1st Quartile 27.00 1.43 15.75
Median 30.00 3.42 26.60
3rd Quartile 30.50 4.60 39.35
Mean 28.96 3.49 31.20
Standard deviation (n) 3.75 2.39 23.58










Figure 5.1: Vertical profiles of the geomechanical properties of Wajid Group sandstones 
associated with thin section microphotographs of the highest peaks, A)Schmidt hammer 










5.3 Geomechanical Relationships with Petrographic and Petrophysical 
Properties 
The Wajid Group sandstones showed variation in the petrographic and petrophysical 
properties (included mean grain size (mm), cement content (%), mineral composition, 
matrix porosity (%), and the matrix permeability (mD) (Table 5.3). This variation is 
associated with variation in the geomechanical properties (Schmidt reading number(RN), 
uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) and static Young’s Modulus(E)) of the studied 
sandstone. Consequently, the relationships between geomechanical properties and the 
petrographic and petrophysical properties of the Wajid Group sandstone were obtained 
through correlation and linear regression analysis for the entire Wajid Group as one 
succession and for each formation (included lower Dibsiyah, upper Dibsiyah, Sanamah, 
Khusayyayn, and Juwayl Formations) as well. 
5.3.1 Grain Size and Geomechanical Properties Relationship 
Generally, a weak and negative correlation was observed between the mean grain size 
and geomechanical properties (included Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial 
compressive strength (UCS) and static Young’s Modulus (E)) for the entire Wajid group 
as one succession. Strong and negative correlation was observed between the mean grain 
size and the Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and 
static Young’s Modulus (E) of sandstone samples from Juwayl Formation with The 
correlation coefficients equal to -0.79, -0.82 and -0.83, respectively (Table 5.4)(Figure 
5.2). Weak correlation observed between mean grain size and the Schmidt reading 
number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and static Young’s Modulus (E) of 
sandstone samples from Dibsiyah, Sanamah and Khusayyayan Formations (Table 5.4). 
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Predictive models for the Juwayl Formation have been established using linear 
regression, to account for the Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive 
strength (UCS) and static Young’s Modulus (E) with correlation coefficients equal to -
0.79, -0.82 and -0.83, respectively (Figure 5.2). Thus, 79% of the variation in Schmidt 
reading number (RN), 82% in uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), and 83% in static 




Table 5.3: Table shows the petrographic and petrophysical properties of Wajid Group 
sandstones. 
 
Formation Sample Mean Grain size (mm) cement % Porosity(%) Permeability(mD)
J3.5 0.51 40 8.19 1.3168
J3.4 0.49 5 31.69 389.803
J3.3 0.22 4 32.85 422.649
J3.2 0.18 10 27.67 112.751
J3.1 0.32 7 28.29 302.7959
K1.7 0.36 3 31.43 381.3234
K1.6 0.55 2 33.50 430.1231
K1.5 0.43 10 31.43 353.3627
K1.4 0.52 4 34.33 407.1154
K1.3 0.79 4 33.26 359.0759
K1.2 0.44 5 34.55 352.216
K1.1 0.48 5 29.11 319.3601
SUD22 0.41 40 2.34 0.2683
SUD21 0.37 40 17.34 0.6476
SUD20 0.51 8 38.44 204.0315
SUD19 0.49 8
SUD18 0.51 9 33.38 186.5458
SUD17 0.42 10 33.56 426.4009
SUD16 0.58 4
SUD15 0.52 6 33.87 173.2567






SUD8 0.71 11 30.55 254.0856
SUD7 0.38 10 30.55 336.2455
SUD6 0.29 7 33.13 476.4141
D3.7 0.33 2 28.39 329.5125
D3.6 0.45 3 32.65 413.2899
D3.5W 0.21 10 32.48 334.5102
D3.5R 0.22 10 34.02 352.859
D3.4 0.24 15 28.37 453.7758
D3.3 0.37 3 28.71 433.6607
D3.2 0.52 4
D3.1 0.30 4 31.26 388.4805
2UD23 0.44 25 26.08 405.9306
2UD22 0.40 35 29.25 144.3517
2UD20 0.47 38 43.05 53.7263
2UD19 0.51 20 27.46 229.5549
2UD18 0.25 31 28.07 87.14
2UD17 0.61 20
2UD16 0.55 2
2UD15 0.44 20 34.94 219.4567
2UD14 0.29 30 29.97 44.974
2UD13 0.42 4
2UD12 0.35 4 41.64 548.313
2UD11 0.27 20 29.84 128.835
2UD10 0.47 3 28.88 379.3727
2UD9 0.35 17 30.83 150.8318
2UD8 0.37 7 25.99 140.922
2UD7 0.58 18 33.66 157.1772
2UD6 0.50 5
2UD5 0.62 5
2UD4 0.31 9 37.27 233.9164
2UD3 0.57 5
2UD2 0.55 4
2UD1 0.45 6 39.75 144.6953
LD22 0.54 25
LD21 0.46 28 29.95 327.5907
LD20 0.47 19 10.41 169.6312
LD19 0.53 15 32.85 394.6075
LD18 0.60 15 32.72 369.537
LD17 0.35 20 29.33 107.97
LD16 0.46 25 31.95 232.3229
LD15 0.61 20
LD14 0.44 35 30.95 269.0447
LD13 0.60 30
LD12 0.42 5 34.38 372.0399
LD11 0.58 20 29.32 324.5624
LD10 0.64 10 32.24 432.6143
LD9 0.49 15 29.31 75.7313
LD8A 0.48 30 31.11 13.5647
LD7 0.65 29 31.55 342.6229
LD6 0.72 30 29.94 400.4455
LD5 0.31 11 29.15 339.9415
LD4 0.56 12
LD3 0.31 26.24 313.1347
LD2 0.35 25 26.01 2.0766
LD1B 0.49 33.32 374.2505








Table 5.4: Correlation coefficients between geomechanical properties with petrographic 


































































































































































































































































































































Cement(%) 0.33 0.37 0.22 0.08 0.01 0.12 0.10 0.05 -0.24 0.82 0.82 0.78 -0.21 -0.45 -0.31 0.90 0.79 0.67
Mean Grain Size(mm)-0.20 -0.22 -0.21 0.10 -0.33 -0.26 -0.51 -0.29 -0.12 -0.15 -0.38 -0.47 -0.12 -0.41 -0.58 -0.79 -0.82 -0.83
Porosity(%) -0.58 -0.83 -0.63 -0.34 0.03 0.12 -0.52 -0.31 -0.22 -0.59 -0.94 -0.89 0.23 -0.43 -0.65 -0.78 -0.56 -0.40
Permeability(mD) -0.20 -0.40 -0.23 0.08 -0.61 -0.39 0.26 0.27 0.28 -0.79 -0.67 -0.55 -0.42 0.22 -0.22 -0.94 -0.86 -0.81




Figure 5.2: Scatterplot shows the linear relationship between mean grain size and A) 
Schmidt reading number (RN), B)uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), C)static Young's 




5.3.2 Cement Content and Geomechanical Properties Relationship  
The Wajid Group sandstones contain cement materials including calcite, iron oxides, 
silica, and clay(Figure 5.3). The cement materials quantity ranges from traces to 40% of 
the sandstone framework. The relationships between the cement content and the 
geomechanical properties (included Schmidt reading number(RN), uniaxial compressive 
strength(UCS) and static Young’s Modulus(E)) were established for the whole outcrop as 
one succession, and for each Formation as well (Table 5.4). The reported relationships 
between cement content and geomechanical properties (Schmidt reading number (RN), 
uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and static Young’s Modulus (E)) of Wajid Group 
outcrop as one succession is weak with correlation coefficients equal to 0.33, 0.37, and 
0.22, respectively. Significant correlation was observed between cement content and the 
geomechanical properties of the sandstone sample from Sanamah and Juwayl 
Formations. As shown in (Table 5.4), the correlation coefficients between cement content 
and the Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and static 
Young’s Modulus (E) are 0.82, 0.82, and 0.78 for Sanamah Formation and 0.90, 0.79, 
and 0.67 for the Juwayl Formation, respectively.  On the contrary, a weak correlation was 
observed between the cement content and the geomechanical properties of the sandstone 
samples from the other formations (included Dibsiyah and Khusayyayn Formations) 
(Table 5.4).  
As shown in Figure 5.4, predictive models for Juwayl Formation have been established to 
account for the Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and 
static Young’s Modulus (E) with coefficients of correlation (R) equal to 0.90, 0.79, and 
0.67, respectively. Thus, 90% of the variation in Schmidt reading number (RN), 79% in 
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uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), and 67% in static Young's Modulus (E) can be 
described by the cement content (%)(Figure 5.4). For Sanamah Formation, predictive 
models have been established to account for the Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial 
compressive strength (UCS) and static Young’s Modulus (E) with coefficients of 
correlation (R) equal to 0.82, 0.82, and 0.78, respectively. Thus, 82% of the variation in 
Schmidt reading number (RN), 82% in UCS, and 78% in static Young's Modulus (Gpa) 
of sandstone samples from Sanamah Formation can be explained by the cement content 







Figure 5.3: Microphotographs showing the cement type of sandstone samples from Wajid 









Figure 5.4: Scatterplots showing the linear relationship between cement content and 
geomechanical properties of Juwayl Formation(A, B, and C), and Sanamah Formation 
(D, E, and f)( Schmidt reading number(RN), uniaxial compressive strength(UCS), static 




5.3.3 Porosity and Geomechanical Properties Relationship 
The relationships between matrix porosity and the geomechanical properties (Schmidt 
reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and the static Young’s 
Modulus (E)) were constructed for each formation of Wajid Group. Significant 
correlation observed between the matrix porosity and geomechanical properties (Schmidt 
reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength(UCS)and the static Young’s 
Modulus(E)) of sandstone samples from Sanamah and Juwayl formations, with 
correlation coefficient equal to -0.59, -0.94, -0.89 for Sanamah Formation and -0.78, -
0.56, -0.40 for Juwayl Formation, respectively. However, weak correlation observed 
between the matrix porosity and geomechanical properties ((RN), (UCS) and (E)) of the 
upper Dibsiyah and Khusayyayn Formations with correlation coefficients equal to -0.52, 
-0.31, -.22 for upper Dibsiyah Formation, and -0.23, -0.43, -0.65 for Khusayyayn 
Formation, respectively. Moreover, weak relationships were observed between porosity 
and the geomechanical properties of lower Dibsiyah Formation sandstones (Table 5.4). 
As shown in Figure 5.5, predictive models for Juwayl Formation have been established to 
account for the Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and 
static Young’s Modulus (E) with coefficients of correlation (R) equal to -0.78, -0.56, and 
-0.40, respectively. Thus, 78% of the variation in Schmidt reading number (RN), 56% in 
uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), and 40% in static Young’s Modulus (E) can be 
described by the porosity (%). 
For Sanamah Formation, predictive models have been established to account for the 
Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and static Young’s 
Modulus (E) with coefficients of correlation (R) equal to -0.59, -0.94, and -0.89, 
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respectively (Figure 5.6). Thus, 59% of the variation in Schmidt reading number(RN), 
94% in uniaxial compressive strength(UCS), and 89% in static Young's Modulus (E) of 







Figure 5.5: Scatterplots showing the linear relationship between porosity and 
geomechanical properties of Juwayl Formation (Schmidt reading number(RN), uniaxial 




Figure 5.6: Scatterplots showing the linear relationship between porosity and 
geomechanical properties of Sanamah Formation (Schmidt reading number(RN), uniaxial 






5.3.4 Permeability and Geomechanical Properties 
The relationships between the matrix permeability and the geomechanical properties were 
investigated for the entire Wajid Group sandstones and for each formation as well (Table 
5.4). Weak and negative correlation observed between the matrix permeability and the 
Schmidt reading number(RN), and the static Young’s Modulus(E), and moderate with 
uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) of sandstone samples from the entire Wajid Group 
with correlation coefficients equal to -0.20, -0.23, and -0.4 respectively (Table 5.4). 
Significant correlation observed between the permeability and the Schmidt reading 
number(RN), uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) and the static Young’s Modulus(E) 
properties of sandstone samples from Juwayl Formations with correlation coefficients 
equal to -0.94, -0.86, and -0.81 (Table 5.4)(Figure 5.7). Moreover, a moderate correlation 
observed between the permeability and the Schmidt reading number(RN), uniaxial 
compressive strength(UCS) and the static Young’s Modulus(E) properties of Sanamah 
Formation with correlation coefficients equal to -0.79, -0.67, -0.55.  
Weak relationships were observed between the permeability and the Schmidt reading 
number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and the static Young’s Modulus (E) 
of sandstones sample from Dibsiyah and Khusayyayn Formations. However, there is a 
moderate correlation was observed between the uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) and 
the permeability of the lower Dibsiyah sandstone samples with correlation coefficient 
equal to -0.61. 
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Since the strongest relationship between permeability and geomechanical properties were 
observed in Juwayl Formation, then predictive models have been established to account 
for the Schmidt reading number (RN), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and static 
Young’s Modulus (E) with coefficients of correlation (R) equal to -0.94, -0.86, and -0.81, 
respectively (Figure 5.7). Thus, 94% of the variability of the Schmidt reading number 
(RN), 86% of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), and 81% of static Young's Modulus 






Figure 5.7: Scatterplots showing the linear relationship between permeability and 
geomechanical properties of Juwayl Formation, A)Schmidt reading number(RN), 





5.4 Mechanical versus Lithological Units 
Stratified rock can be divided into discrete mechanical units based on its geomechanical 
properties such as strength, elastic stiffness, brittleness (Laubach et al., 2009). Based on 
this concept, the whole succession of Wajid group in the study area subdivided into 27 
discrete mechanical units defined by the rock strength (UCS) and elastic stiffness (static 
Young's Modulus(E)). The correlation between lithological and mechanical units has 
been conducted for each formation of Wajid Group.  
The lower Dibsiyah Formation (23-m thick) which consists of 15 lithological units has 
been subdivided into seven mechanical units (Figure 5.8). The result showed that most of 
the mechanical units correlated with more than one lithological units, except mechanical 
unit1 (MU1 in Figure 5.8) associated with only one lithological unit (LU1 in Figure 5.8) 
(Figure 5.8).  
The upper Dibsiyah Formation (44-m thick) consists of 14 lithological units have been 
divided into eight mechanical units (Figure 5.8). The mechanical units of upper Dibsiyah 
Formation associated with one or more than one lithological units, such as mechanical 
unit 4 (MU4 in Figure 5.9) corresponded with three lithological units (unit 7, 8 and 9) 
(Figure 5.9).  
The Sanamah Formation (41.5-m thick) consists of ten lithological units has been 
subdivided into five mechanical units (Figure 5.10). The mechanical units correlated with 
the lithological units and the results showed that some of the mechanical units correlated 
with more than one lithological unit. The mechanical unit 2(MU2 in Figure 5.10) 
associated with four lithological units, namely unit 2-6 in Figure 5.10). Thus, the 
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correlation indicated that this mechanical unit associated with pebbly to conglomeratic 
sandstone layers. The mechanical unit 5(MU5 in Figure 5.10) characterized by high 
values of uniaxial compressive strength(UCS), and static Young's Modulus (E) and 
associated with highly cemented fine to medium grained sandstone layers (lithological 
units (LU9 and LU10)). Generally, the uppermost part of Sanamah Formation 
mechanically displayed high values of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), and static 
Young's Modulus (E) comparing to the lower and middle parts due to the high 
concentration of cemented materials. The Khusayyayn Formation sandstones ( 26-m 
thick) which consist of seven lithological units has been subdivided into three mechanical 
units (Figure 5.11). The mechanical unit 1(MU1 in Figure 5.11) associated with the 
coarse-grained massive sandstone layers (lithological units (LU1 and LU2) in Figure 
5.11). The mechanical unit 2(MU2 in Figure 5.11) correlated with coarse-grained planar 
cross-bedded, coarse-grained horizontal bedded, and coarse-grained deformed sandstone 
Lithofacies (lithological units (LU3, LU4, and LU5) in Figure 5.11) in the middle part of 
the lithological log (Figure 5.11). The mechanical unit 3(MU3 in Figure 5.11) associated 
with medium to coarse-grained planar cross-bedded sandstone and fine to medium-
grained small scale planar cross-bedded sandstone (lithological units LU6 and LU7 in 
Figure 5.11) (Figure 5.11). The Juwayl Formation sandstone succession (32.5-m thick) 
consist of five lithological units and has been divided into four mechanical units (Figure 
5.12). The mechanical unit 1(MU1 in Figure 5.12) associated with the medium-grained 
massive sandstone layer (lithological unit (LU1 in Figure 5.12). The mechanical unit 
2(MU2 in Figure 5.12) correlated with fine-grained small scale trough cross-bedded 
sandstone Lithofacies (lithological unit (LU2 in Figure 5.12). The mechanical unit 
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3(MU3 in Figure 5.12) correlated to fine to medium-grained soft deformed sandstone, 
and medium-grained massive sandstone Lithofacies (lithological units (LU3 and LU4 in 
Figure 5.12) (Figure 5.12). The coarse-grained, highly cemented reworked sandstone 
Lithofacies (lithological unit (LU5 in Figure 5.12) in the upper part of Juwayl succession 
correlated with the mechanical unit 4(MU4 in Figure 5.12).  
 
 
Figure 5.8: Lithological and Mechanical units of the lower Dibsiyah Formation 
succession associated with thin section microphotographs showing cement, porosity (Φ), 
and permeability (k) of different type of sandstones(UCS= uniaxial compressive strength, 




Figure 5.9:  Lithological and Mechanical units of the upper Dibsiyah Formation 
succession associated with thin section microphotographs showing mean grain size, 
cement, porosity (Φ), and permeability (k) of different type of sandstones(UCS= uniaxial 




Figure 5.10: Lithological and Mechanical units of the Sanamah Formation succession 
associated with thin section microphotographs showing mean grain size, cement, porosity 
(Φ), and permeability (k) of different type of sandstones.(UCS= uniaxial compressive 





Figure 5.11: Lithological and Mechanical units of the Khusayyayn Formation succession 
associated with thin section microphotographs showing different mineral composition. 






Figure 5.12: Lithological and Mechanical units of the Juwayl Formation succession 
associated with thin section microphotographs showing cement, porosity (Φ), and 
permeability (k) of different type of sandstones. (UCS= uniaxial compressive strength, E 












Chapter 6  
Controls on Fracture System 
 
6.1Introduction 
Distribution of the natural fractures within the reservoir rocks is mainly controlled by the 
rock physical properties(included sedimentological, stratigraphic, and petrophysical) 
(Nelson, 2001). Understanding of these properties can help to predict natural fracture 
distribution. In this chapter, the average fracture spacing within Wajid Group sandstone 
has been correlated to the sedimentological, stratigraphic, and petrophysical properties of 
such sandstones in the 1-D model, to define the controls on the average fracture spacing. 
The sedimentological and stratigraphic characteristics included lithofacies type, texture, 
mineral composition, diagenetic features (degree of cementation and cement type), and 
bed thickness were defined and correlated to the average fracture spacing to evaluate 
their influence on the fracture distribution within the studied sandstones. The 
petrophysical properties included matrix porosity, grain density, and matrix permeability 
of Wajid Group sandstones were measured and correlated with the average fracture 
spacing. The reported results showed that the main rock properties controlling the 
average fracture spacing are the bed thickness, porosity, degree of cementation, and 
lithology (lithofacies type). Thus, these controlling factors can be used to predict the 
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relative average fracture spacing within the subsurface equivalent sandstone hosts 
groundwater and hydrocarbons in Wajid and Rub' Al-Khali Basins, respectively. 
6.2 Results 
6.2.1 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy 
6.2.1.1 Facies 
One section was measured from each formation of Wajid Group, and detailed description 
of lithology, texture, and stratigraphy carried out.  82 representative sandstone samples 
were collected from the measured sections for further laboratory analyses. 
6.2.1.1.1 Lower Dibsiyah Formation Section 
The lower Dibsiyah formation section (S01 in Figure 1.2) has a total thickness of 23 m 
(Figure 6.1). Four major lithofacies were identified from the lower Dibsiyah Formation 
included fine to medium-grained trough cross-bedded sandstone, medium to coarse-
grained trough cross-bedded sandstone, coarse-grained trough cross-bedded pebbly 
sandstone, and coarse-grained trough cross-bedded conglomeratic sandstone(Figure 
6.2)(Figure 6.3). The average thickness of sandstone beds equals to 1.53 m.  Fining-
upward cycles of sandstone observed in the lower Dibsiyah Formation with conglomerate 
at the base. The interpreted depositional environment is fluvial (braided river). 
Alternative thin layers of fine and coarse-grained sandstone distinguished the lower 
Dibsiyah Formation.   
6.2.1.1.2 Upper Dibsiyah Formation Section 
The upper Dibsiyah Formation section (S02 in  Figure 1.2) has a total thickness 44 m 
(Figure 6.1). Six lithofacies were identified included fine-grained planar cross-bedded 
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sandstone, medium to coarse-grained planar cross-bedded sandstone, fine to medium 
trough cross-bedded sandstone, coarse-grained trough cross-bedded pebbly sandstone, 
coarse-grained bioturbated pebbly sandstone, and coarse-grained massive pebbly 
sandstone (Figure 6.2)(Figure 6.3). The average thickness of sandstone layers within 
upper Dibsiyah Formation equal to 3.06 m. 
6.2.1.1.3 Sanamah Formation Section 
The Sanamah Formation section (S03 in Figure 1.2) has a total thickness 41.5 m (Figure 
6.1). Seven lithofacies were identified included iron rich, black colored fine-grained 
massive sandstone, fine to medium-grained massive sandstone, medium to coarse-grained 
massive sandstone, coarse-grained massive pebbly sandstone, coarse-grained massive 
conglomeratic sandstone, coarse-grained trough cross-bedded pebbly sandstone, and 
coarse-grained trough cross-bedded conglomeratic sandstone (Figure 6.2)(Figure 
6.2).The studied section is fining upward succession ended by a thin layer(0.5) of fine-
grained iron-rich sandstone. The average thickness of sandstone layers equal to 3.76 m. 
6.2.1.1.4 Khusayyayn Formation Section 
The Khusayyayn Formation section (S10 in Figure 1.2) has a total thickness 26 m (Figure 
6.1). Five lithofacies were observed included medium-grained planar cross-bedded 
sandstone, coarse-grained planar cross-bedded sandstone, medium to coarse-grained soft 
deformed sandstone, medium to coarse-grained horizontal bedded sandstone, and coarse-
grained massive sandstone (Figure 6.2)(Figure 6.3). The average thickness of sandstone 




6.2.1.1.5 Juwayl Formation Section 
The Juwayl Formation section (S13 in Figure 1.2) has a total thickness of 31.5 m (Figure 
6.1). Four lithofacies were observed included fine-grained trough cross-bedded 
sandstone, fine-grained soft deformed sandstone, medium to coarse-grained massive 
sandstone, and coarse-grained reworked sandstone (Figure 6.2)(Figure 6.3). The average 





Figure 6.1: Sedimentological logs of Wajid Group formations (included lower Dibsiyah, 





Figure 6.2: Sandstone lithofacies types observed in Wajid Group, A) medium to coarse-
grained  medium-scaled planar cross-bedded sandstone with N075 oriented Fractures, 
B)coarse-grained small scale trough cross-bedded pebbly sandstone, C) coarse-grained 
skolithos sandstone, D) medium to coarse-grained horizontally bedded skolithos 
sandstone, E) fine to medium-grained skolithos sandstone, F) medium to coarse-grained  




Figure 6.3: Sandstone lithofacies types observed in Wajid Group, A) thick layer, 
medium-grained massive sandstone, B) thin layer, medium-grained small scale trough 
cross-bedded sandstone, C)thick layer, fine to medium-grained massive sandstone, D) 
thick layer, medium to coarse-grained large scale planar cross-bedded sandstone, E) 
coarse-grained medium scale planar cross-bedded sandstone, F)coarse-grained small 
scale trough cross-bedded conglomeratic sandstone, G)coarse-grained, partially 
horizontal bedded massive sandstone. 
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6.2.2 Texture and Mineral Composition of Wajid Group Sandstone 
On the basis of thin section analysis, the texture of Wajid Group sandstone samples 
generally showed fine to coarse, poorly to well sorted, sub-rounded to sub-angular grains 
(Table 6.1). Based on the thin section, X-Ray diffraction and SEM-EDX analyses, the 
framework-grain mineralogy of the studied sandstone is quartz, feldspars and rock 
fragments, where the quartz is predominant (96.63%), and the feldspars (1.98%) and rock 
fragments (1.39%) (Table 6.2) formed low percentage of the composition framework of 
the studied sandstone. However, the sandstone samples from Khusayyayn Formation 
showed a significant amount of the feldspars grains (including the microcline and 
plagioclase) (14.55%) (Figure 6.4)(Figure 6.6). 
The quartz grains occurred as monocrystalline grain; however, a significant amount of 
the polycrystalline quartz grains observed (Figure 6.4). Strained quartz grains observed 
(undulose extinction) in the studied sandstone samples with a significant amount (average 
15%) from the sample framework (Figure 6.4). The authigenic cement (observed in the 
thin section, SEM-EDX microphotographs, and XRD analysis) of the studied sandstone 
samples range from traces to 40% (average 14.52%) of the samples composition 
framework.  Iron oxides, calcite, silica and clay minerals were observed as cemented 
material of the studied sandstones (Figure 6.4). The iron oxide (hematite), calcite 
minerals, and the Kaolinite type of clay minerals are dominant cement type(Figure 






Table 6.1: Texture of Wajid Group sandstone, included the mean grain size, sorting, 





J3.5 0.97 1.10 sub-angular to sub-rounded high 2UD18 2.02 0.82 angular low
J3.4 1.03 1.01 sub-rounded to rounded high 2UD17 0.71 1.01 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium
J3.3 2.18 0.86 sub-angular to sub-rounded high 2UD16 0.87 1.05 sub-rounded medium
J3.2 2.50 0.74 sub-angular to sub-rounded high 2UD15 1.19 0.71 sun-angular medium
J3.1 1.66 0.93 sub-angular to sub-rounded high 2UD14 1.78 0.87 angular low
K1.7 1.49 0.89 sub-angular low 2UD13 1.25 0.79 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium
K1.6 0.86 0.77 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium 2UD12 1.53 0.91 sub-angular to sub-rounded high
K1.5 1.23 0.85 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium 2UD11 1.90 0.78 sub-angular to sub-rounded high
K1.4 0.95 0.96 sub-angular to sub-rounded low 2UD10 1.10 0.97 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium
K1.3 0.34 0.93 sub-rounded medium 2UD9 1.51 0.96 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium
K1.2 1.18 0.78 sub-rounded medium 2UD8 1.45 1.06 sub-rouned medium
K1.1 1.07 0.83 sub-angular to sub-rounded low 2UD7 0.80 0.77 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD22 1.30 1.1 sub-angular to sub-rounded low 2UD6 1.01 0.99 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD21 1.45 1.1 sub-angular to sub-rounded low 2UD5 0.70 1.06 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD20 0.96 0.83 sub-angular to sub-rounded high 2UD4 1.68 0.85 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD19 1.02 0.86 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium 2UD3 0.80 1.10 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD18 0.96 0.86 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium 2UD2 0.85 1.00 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD17 1.26 0.71 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium 2UD1 1.14 0.90 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD16 0.80 0.82 sub-rounded to rounded high LD22 0.88 0.80 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD15 0.94 0.78 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium LD21 1.12 0.76 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD14 0.84 0.92 sub-angular to sub-rounded high LD20 1.08 1.08 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD13 0.52 0.87 sub-rounded to rounded low LD19 0.92 0.83 sub-angular to sub-rounded high
SUD12 1.07 0.74 sub-rounded to rounded high LD18 0.73 0.70 sub-rounded medium
SUD11 0.51 1.04 sub-rounded low LD17 1.50 0.82 sub-rounded low
SUD10 1.03 0.96 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium LD16 1.11 0.88 sub-angular high
SUD9 0.66 0.78 sub-rounded to rounded high LD15 0.70 0.81 sub-rounded low
SUD8 0.49 0.86 sub-angular low LD14 1.17 0.90 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD7 1.38 0.78 sub-rounded to rounded high LD13 0.74 1.07 sub-angular to sub-rounded low
SUD6 1.77 0.42 sub-angular to sub-rounded low LD12 1.24 0.82 sub-rounded high
D3.7 1.61 0.83 sub-angular to sub-rounded low LD11 0.78 0.99 sub-rounded medium
D3.6 1.15 0.66 sub-angular to sub-rounded low LD10 0.65 1.10 sub-rounded medium
D3.5W 2.24 0.60 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium LD9 1.01 0.83 sub-rounded medium
D3.5R 2.20 0.67 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium LD8A 1.06 1.16 sub-rounded medium
D3.4 2.03 0.72 Rounded medium LD7 0.63 1.06 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium
D3.3 1.45 0.90 sub-rounded to rounded high LD6 0.47 1.06 sub-angular to sub-rounded medium
D3.2 0.94 0.89 sub-rounded to rounded high LD5 1.67 0.79 sub-rounded low
D3.1 1.74 0.75 sub-angular low LD4 0.82 0.91 sub-angular to sub-rounded high
2UD23 1.20 1.00 sub-angular to sub-rounde medium LD3 1.67 0.95 sub-rounded low
2UD22 1.31 0.95 sub-angular to sub-rounde medium LD2 1.50 1.18 sub-rounded to rounded high
2UD20 1.08 1.08 sub-angular to sub-rounde low LD1B 1.04 0.88 sub-rounded low





















Table 6.2: Overall mineral composition of Wajid Group sandstone. 
 
Iron oxides Calcite Silica Clay minerals Total
J3.5 49.5 4 0.5 1.5 0 0 5 20 15 0 40
J3.4 59 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 0 0 5
J3.3 66 0 0 0 0 0 3.5 0 0 0.5 4
J3.2 57 0 0 1 1 1 2 8 0 0 10
J3.1 55 0 0 0 1 2 2 5 0 0 7
K1.7 60 10 0 0.5 0 0 2 1 0 0 3
K1.6 68 4 0 0.5 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
K1.5B 52 2 0 5 4 1 0 10 0 0 10
K1.4 51 5 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 4
K1.3 59 2 0 0.5 0 0 4 0 0 0 4
K1.2 60.5 3.5 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 0 5
K1.1 58 2 0 0 3 2 3 2 0 0 5
SUD22 62 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 40
SUD21 45 0 0 0 5 0 5 0 5 30 40
SUD20 70 0 1 0 2 0 6 0 0 2 8
SUD19 71 0 0 0 1 0 0.5 6 0 1.5 8
SUD18 61 0 0 0 2 0 7 2 0 0 9
SUD17c 69 0 0 0 1 0 7 2 0.5 0.5 10
SUD16 68 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 0 0 4
SUD15 76 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 6
SUD14 62 0 0 0 1 0 1 23 2 0 26
SUD13 79 0 1 0 1 0 2 5 0 0 7
SUD12 78 0 0 0 1 0 3 5 0 0 8
SUD11 51.5 1 2 0.5 1 0 2 10 0 0 12
SUD10 73 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 0 0 5
SUD9 45 0 0 1 3 0 3 5 0 0 8
SUD8 72 0 0 0 2 0 3 8 0 1 12
SUD7 65 0 0 0 2 0 3 5 0 2 10
SUD6 68 0 0 0 1 0 2 5 0 0 7
D3.7 71 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
D3.6 66 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 3
D3.5W 56 0 0 1 3 0 10 0 0 0 10
D3.5R 59 0 0 1 1 0 2 8 0 0 10
D3.4 59 0 0 1 0 0 15 0 0 0 15
D3.3 63 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 3
D3.2 61 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 3 4
D3.1 70 0 0 0.5 0 0 4 0 0 0 4
2UD23 51 0 0 1 2 0 5 15 0 5 25
2UD22 51 0.5 0.5 0 1 0 15 0 0 20 35
2UD20 43 0 0 1 2 3 20 5 0 12 37
2UD19 51 0 1 1 2 0 2 16 0 2 20
2UD18 65 0 0 2 2 0 5 2 0 24 31
2UD17 53.5 0 0 1.5 2 0 3 17 0 0 20
2UD16 65 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2
2UD15 43 0 0.5 1 0.5 10 0 0 0 20 20
2UD14 55 0 0.5 0.5 1 0 5 1 0 24 30
2UD13 78 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 4
2UD12 71.5 0 0.5 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 4
2UD11 65 0 0 2 0 0 19 1 0 20
2UD10 73 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3
2UD9 59 0 0.5 0 2 0 0 8 8 1 17
2UD8 56 0.5 0.5 0 2 0 0 7 0 0 7
2UD7 60 0 0 0 1 0 2 15 0 1 18
2UD6 83 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 4 5
2UD5 84 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 1 5
2UD4 78 0 0 1 1 0 1 6 1 1 9
2UD3 57 0.5 0.5 5 0 0 0 0 5 5
2UD2 82 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 4
2UD1 75.5 0 0.5 0 3 0 0 1 0 5 6
LD22 40 0 0 0 0 2 10 10 5 0 25
LD21 40 0 0 0 0 2 8 8 12 0 28
LD20 41.5 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 1 16 19
LD19 44 0 0.5 0.5 0 15 0 5 10 0 15
LD18 54 0 1 1 0 0 10 0 5 0 15
LD17 53 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 2 0 20
LD16 54 0 0 0 0 1 25 0 0 0 25
LD15 48 0 0 0 1 1 0 20 0 0 20
LD14 45 0 0 0 0 5 0 5 20 10 35
LD13 45 0 0 0 0 5 0 12 13 5 30
LD12 57 0 0 0 0 3 1 4 0 0 5
LD11 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 20
LD10 44 0 0 0 5 10 0 5 5 0 10
LD9 52 0 0 0 0 3 15 0 0 0 15
LD8 35 0 0 0 0 10 15 3 12 0 30
LD7 40 0 0 0 1 0 0 29 0 0 29
LD6 51.5 0 0 0 0 0 5 15 10 0 30
LD5 67 0 0 0 2 5 1 3 7 0 11
LD4 65 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 0 0 12
LD2 62 0 0 0 0 0 10 15 0 0 25








Table 6.3: XRD results for representative samples from Wajid Group sandstones. 
Formation  Sample ID Minerals Phase Weight% 
Juwayl J3.5 
Quartz Major 84.4 
Calcite Minor 15.6 
Khussyayan K1.7 
Quartz Major 82.6 
Microcline Minor 17.4 
K1.3 Quartz Major 100 
Sanamah 
S22 
Quartz Major 87.7 
Hematite Minor 12.3 
S21 
Quartz Major 83.5 
Kaolinite Minor 16.5 
S13 Quartz Major 100 
S7 
Quartz Major 97.9 
Kaolinite Minor 2.09 
Upper Dibsiyah 
D3.7 
Quartz Major 98.8 
Kaolinite Minor 1.2 
D3.5R 
Quartz Major 93.9 
Kaolinite Minor 6.1 
2UD18 
Quartz Major 91.5 
Kaolinite Minor 6.5 
Calcite Minor 2.1 
2UD14 
Quartz Major 94.4 
Kaolinite Minor 5.6 
2UD11 
Quartz Major 96.1 
Kaolinite Minor 3.8 
2UD9 Quartz Major 100 
2UD7 Quartz Major 100 
Lower Dibsiyah 
LD21 Quartz Major 100 
LD20 Quartz Major 100 
LD13 Quartz Major 100 
LD7 Quartz Major 100 
LD6 Quartz Major 100 
LD2 
Quartz Major 95.9 
Kaolinite Minor 1.1 








Figure 6.4: Microphotographs showing: A) quartz, feldspar(microcline), rock fragments 
and calcite cement, B) polycrystalline quartz grain, and the undulating quartz, C) clay 












Figure 6.6: XRD chart of sandstone sample from Khusayyayn formation shows quartz 
and microcline minerals. 
 
 
Figure 6.7: XRD chart of sandstone sample from Sanamah formation shows quartz, 




















































Figure 6.8: XRD chart of J3.5 sandstone sample from Juwayl formation shows quartz and 
calcite minerals. 
 










































6.2.3 Petrophysical Analysis 
6.2.3.1 Porosity  
The porosity of 63 sandstone samples from Wajid Group was measured in a quantitative 
way using the porosimeter equipment. The porosity values ranging from 2.34 % to 43 %, 
with an average value of 30.27% as shown in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5.  The porosity 
values of Wajid Group sandstone displayed low variability in the vertical dimension with 
a coefficient of variation (CV) equal to 0.22 (Table 6.5). 
The distribution of porosity values in the glaciofluvial sandstone lithofacies of Sanamah 
and Juwayl Formations is less homogeneous than the braided fluvial and shallow marine 
sandstone lithofacies of lower Dibsiyah, upper Dibsiyah, and Khussyayan Formations 
(Table 6.5). The Sanamah and Juwayl Formations have a coefficient of variation (CV) 
values equal to 0.38 and 0.39, respectively (Table 6.5); however, the lower Dibsiyah, 
upper Dibsiyah, and Khusayyayn Formations have a coefficient of variation (CV) values 
equal to 0.17, 0.15, and 0.06, respectively (Table 6.5). 
Inter-granular and Intra-granular types of porosity were observed in the thin section of 
the studied sandstone samples. High porosity values were observed in poorly cemented 
sandstone samples, whereas, the highly cemented sandstones samples displayed low 
values of porosity(Figure 6.10). 
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6.2.3.2 Permeability  
The permeability of 63 sandstone samples from the Wajid Group was measured and the 
result showed a wide range of permeability values ranging from 0.27 mD to 548.31 mD , 
with an average of 271.26 (Table 6.4)(Table 6.5). 
The distribution of permeability values displays more heterogeneous distribution in the 
glaciofluvial sandstone lithofacies of Sanamah and Juwayl Formations than the braided 
fluvial and shallow marine sandstone lithofacies of lower Dibsiyah, upper Dibsiyah, and 
Khussyayan Formations (Table 6.5). The Sanamah and Juwayl Formations have a 
coefficient of variation (CV) values equal to 0.71 and 0.74, respectively; however, the 
lower Dibsiyah, upper Dibsiyah, and Khussyayan Formations have a coefficient of 
variation (CV)  values equal to 0.50, 0.56, and 0.10, respectively (Table 6.5).  
The permeability values of the studied sandstone varied in the vertical dimension, and 
this variation associated with lithological, textural, and diagenetic variation of the studied 
sandstone. In thin section microphotographs, the cemented materials (included the iron 
oxides minerals, calcite, silica, and clay) were observed blocking the pore throats and 
reduce the permeability of studied sandstone (Figure 6.10). 
6.2.3.3Grain Density 
The grain density of the Wajid Group sandstone samples was measured for 63 samples 
and the values ranging from 2.62 g/cc to 2.89 g/cc, with an average of 2.67 g/cc (Table 
6.4)(Table 6.5). The grain density has a coefficient of variation (CV) value equal to 0.02 


























J3.5 2.692 8.193 1.3168
J3.4 2.6864 31.689 389.803 2UD20 2.758 43.045 53.7263
J3.3 2.7252 32.849 422.649 2UD19 2.6478 27.46 229.5549
J3.2 2.6798 27.669 112.751 2UD18 2.6439 28.068 87.14
J3.1 2.6892 28.291 302.7959 2UD15 2.7217 34.937 219.4567
Khussyayan Formation 2UD14 2.7316 29.968 44.974
K1.7 2.6385 31.428 381.3234 2UD12 2.6563 41.64 548.313
K1.6 2.6604 33.503 430.1231 2UD11 2.6416 29.84 128.835
K1.5 2.6382 31.43 353.3627 2UD10 2.6603 28.875 379.3727
K1.4 2.6355 34.33 407.1154 2UD9 2.6724 30.831 150.8318
K1.3 2.6369 33.262 359.0759 2UD8 2.6952 25.985 140.922
K1.2 2.6349 34.549 352.216 2UD7 2.886 33.658 157.1772
K1.1 2.6316 29.11 319.3601 2UD4 2.7381 37.27 233.9164
Sanamah Formation 2UD1 2.8054 39.753 144.6953
SUD22 2.8361 2.343 0.2683 Lower Dibsiyah Formation
SUD21 2.6839 17.335 0.6476 LD21 2.6509 29.95 327.5907
SUD20 2.663 38.444 204.0315 LD20 2.7724 10.41 169.6312
SUD18 2.6593 33.382 186.5458 LD19 2.6458 32.847 394.6075
SUD17 2.6621 33.558 426.4009 LD18 2.627 32.724 369.537
SUD15 2.667 33.872 173.2567 LD17 2.6553 29.326 107.97
SUD14 2.6702 34.268 171.6409 LD16 2.6313 31.948 232.3229
SUD8 2.6514 30.551 254.0856 LD14 2.645 30.945 269.0447
SUD7 2.6308 30.554 336.2455 LD12 2.6498 34.377 372.0399
SUD6 2.6305 33.125 476.4141 LD11 2.6503 29.322 324.5624
Upper Dibsiyah Formation LD10 2.6384 32.235 432.6143
D3.7 2.6375 28.393 329.5125 LD9 2.6489 29.31 75.7313
D3.6 2.6528 32.651 413.2899 LD8A 2.6669 31.107 13.5647
D3.5W 2.6197 32.48 334.5102 LD7 2.6231 31.554 342.6229
D3.5R 2.6563 34.016 352.859 LD6 2.6452 29.944 400.4455
D3.4 2.6531 28.372 453.7758 LD5 2.6506 29.146 339.9415
D3.3 2.6684 28.712 433.6607 LD3 2.6386 26.236 313.1347
D3.1 2.6483 31.255 388.4805 LD2 2.6666 26.013 2.0766
2UD23 2.6525 26.076 405.9306 LD1B 2.638 33.315 374.2505























All Data Sanamah  Formation
N 63 63 63 N 10 10 10
Mean 2.67 30.27 271.62 Mean 2.68 28.74 222.95
Median 2.65 31.11 324.56 Median 2.66 33.25 195.29
Minimum 2.62 2.34 0.27 Minimum 2.63 2.34 0.27
Maximum 2.89 43.05 548.31 Maximum 2.84 38.44 476.41
Range 0.27 40.70 548.04 Range 0.21 36.10 476.15
Lower Quartile 2.64 28.88 150.83 Lower Quartile 2.65 27.25 128.89
Upper Quartile 2.65 31.11 324.56 Upper Quartile 2.66 33.25 195.29
Interguartile Range 0.01 2.23 173.73 Interguartile Range 0.02 6.01 66.40
Standard Deviation 0.05 6.56 142.26 Standard Deviation 0.06 10.79 158.20
Skewness 2.42 -2.17 -0.43 Skewness 2.69 -2.03 0.13
Kurtosis 6.46 7.30 -0.90 Kurtosis 7.95 3.94 -0.53
Coefficient of Variation 0.02 0.22 0.52 Coefficient of Variation 0.02 0.38 0.71
Juwayl Formation
Upper Dibsiyah  
Formation
N 5 5 5 N 22 22 22
Mean 2.69 25.74 245.86 Mean 2.69 31.93 262.51
Median 2.69 28.29 302.80 Median 2.66 30.40 231.74
Minimum 2.68 8.19 1.32 Minimum 2.62 25.99 44.97
Maximum 2.73 32.85 422.65 Maximum 2.89 43.05 548.31
Range 0.05 24.66 421.33 Range 0.27 17.06 503.34
Lower Quartile 2.68 17.93 57.03 Lower Quartile 2.65 28.39 143.49
Upper Quartile 2.69 28.29 302.80 Upper Quartile 2.66 30.40 231.74
Interguartile Range 0.01 10.36 245.76 Interguartile Range 0.01 2.01 88.24
Standard Deviation 0.02 10.05 182.16 Standard Deviation 0.06 4.84 146.01
Skewness 1.87 -1.97 -0.57 Skewness 1.86 1.02 0.20
Kurtosis 3.85 4.08 -1.98 Kurtosis 3.58 0.28 -1.16
Coefficient of Variation 0.01 0.39 0.74 Coefficient of Variation 0.02 0.15 0.56
Khussyayan Formation
Lower Dibsiyah  
Formation
N 7 7 7 N 19 19 19
Mean 2.64 32.52 371.80 Mean 2.65 29.50 277.64
Median 2.64 33.26 359.08 Median 2.65 29.95 327.59
Minimum 2.63 29.11 319.36 Minimum 2.62 10.41 2.08
Maximum 2.66 34.55 430.12 Maximum 2.77 34.38 432.61
Range 0.03 5.44 110.76 Range 0.15 23.97 430.54
Lower Quartile 2.63 31.43 352.22 Lower Quartile 2.64 29.31 169.63
Upper Quartile 2.64 33.26 359.08 Upper Quartile 2.65 29.95 327.59
Interguartile Range 0.00 1.83 6.86 Interguartile Range 0.01 0.64 157.96
Standard Deviation 0.01 1.95 37.36 Standard Deviation 0.03 5.11 137.64
Skewness 2.31 -0.82 0.37 Skewness 3.42 -3.13 -0.97
Kurtosis 5.76 -0.07 -0.37 Kurtosis 13.45 11.68 -0.36





Figure 6.10: Microphotographs showing, A)inter-granular and intra-granular porosity  
(secondary porosity) porosity types of sandstone sample depleted from cement, B) 
secondary porosity within sandstone sample with high calcite cement and C) clay mineral 








6.3 Controls on Fracture Spacing 
Distribution of the natural fractures in the sedimentary rock is mainly controlled by the 
fracture-hosting rock properties (included mineral composition, lithology (grain size), the 
degree of cementation and type of cement, porosity, and bed thickness)(Nelson, 2001). 
Thus, the rock properties can be used to predict the relative abundance of the natural 
fracture characteristics within the reservoir rocks (e.g. average fracture spacing). To study 
the relationship between fracture spacing and host rock properties, the entire succession 
of Wajid Group subdivided into fracture units based on the average fracture spacing 
values, and the average value of fracture spacing have been calculated for each fracture 
unit (Figure 6.11)(Table 6.6). Four geological factors include bed thickness, the degree of 
cementation and type of cement, lithofacies type, and porosity are observed controlling 




























FU3 1.72 4.33 24.24 
FU2 1.25 0.50 27.67 
FU1 11.67 18.00 28.29 
Khusyyayn 
FU3 4.43 3.38 32.67 
FU2 0.35 1.80 33.26 
FU1 9.00 5.25 31.83 
Sanamah 
FU5 1.00 6.17 19.37 
FU4 3.89 2.83 33.47 
FU3 1.97 3.17 34.07 
FU2 6.50 4.50   
FU1 1.23 3.00 31.41 
Upper 
Dibsiyah 
FU8 5.60 12.00 27.66 
FU7 3.60 4.00 43.05 
FU6 2.24 2.80 27.76 
FU5 3.50 1.00 32.45 
FU4 7.00 5.00 32.80 
FU3 1.69 2.38 29.82 
FU2 3.75 1.80 37.27 
FU1 0.80 2.00 39.75 
Lower 
Dibsiyah 
FU8 1.32 3.98 26.48 
FU7 2.30 3.03 30.64 
FU6 1.50 2.25 31.24 
FU5 2.50 1.00 31.11 
FU4 1.50 1.50 30.75 
FU3 2.50 1.10 27.69 
FU2 1.32 0.50 26.01 





6.3.1 Bed thickness versus Average Fracture Spacing 
A significant correlation is observed between the average fracture spacing and bed 
thickness for the entire Wajid Group succession, and the relationship between the average 
fracture spacing and bed thickness of Wajid Group sandstone is explained by the linear 
regression model with a coefficient of correlation (R) equal to 0.85 (Figure 6.12). This 
linear relationship between the average fracture spacing  and bed thickness of 
sedimentary rocks documented by many researchers(Hobbs, 1967;  Ladeira & Price, 
1981; Narr & Suppe, 1991; Huang & Angelier, 1989;  McQuillan, 1973;  Gross, 1993;  
Wu and Pollard, 1995; Gross et al., 1995; Price, 1966; Ji & Saruwatari, 1998).  
 






























6.3.2 Degree and Type of Cement versus Average Fracture Spacing 
The influence of cement type and degree of cementation on the fracture distribution 
within sandstone reservoir documented by Sonntag et al., (2012). The well-cemented 
sandstone characterized by high strength, and then high fracture intensity; however, the 
poorly cemented sandstone showed low strength and then low fracture intensity. The 
strength of sandstone is controlled by the type of cement, where, the silica cement has 
great influence on the rock strength followed by carbonate cement, and the least effect is 
the clay cement. 
The degree of cementation and type of cement of the Wajid Group sandstone units with 
thickness range from 1-3 m correlated to the average fracture spacing to evaluate the 
influence of the cementation degree and type on the fracture distribution within the 
studied sandstones (Figure 6.13)(Figure 6.14). The calcite-cemented sandstone displayed 
small average fracture spacing than clay cemented sandstone (Figure 6.13). 
For the purpose of correlation between the degree of cementation and average fracture 
spacing, the degree of cementation grouped into three classes namely; low cement 
(<7.5%), moderate cement (>7.5% and <15%), and high cement (>15). As shown in 
Figure 6.14, the increasing in the degree of cementation corresponding with decreasing in 
the average fracture spacing, where, the highly cemented sandstone showed low values of 






Figure 6.13: Scatterplot shows the average fracture spacing versus cement type.  x-axis with value 
=1 represented the calcite cement with a mean of 1.52 m average fracture spacing, x-axis with 







Figure 6.14: Scatterplot shows the degree of cementation versus the average fracture 
spacing. X axis value = 1 represented low cement content (< 7.5%), x axis value=2 
represented moderate cement content (7.5%< cement >15%), x axis value=3 represented 












6.3.3 Lithofacies versus Average Fracture Spacing 
Six major sandstone lithofacies were defined for the entire succession of Wajid Group 
based on bed thickness, mean grain size, and sedimentary structures. They are 50-200 cm 
thick bed of fine to medium-grained cross-bedded sandstone lithofacies (L1), 50-200 cm 
thick beds of coarse-grained to pebbly cross-bedded sandstone lithofacies(L2), 50-200 
cm thick bed of medium to coarse-grained bioturbated sandstone lithofacies(L3), >200 
cm thick bed of fine to coarse-grained massive sandstone lithofacies(L4), >200 cm bed of 
fine to medium-grained cross-bedded sandstone lithofacies(L5), >200 cm bed of coarse-
grained, pebbly to conglomeratic cross-bedded sandstone lithofacies (L6). The lithofacies 
of Wajid Group correlated with the average fracture spacing to investigate the influence 
of lithofacies type on the fracture distribution within the Wajid Group sandstones (Figure 
6.15). Thin beds(50-200 cm) of medium to coarse-grained either cross-bedded or 
bioturbated sandstone lithofacies (L1,L2, and L3) display small average fracture spacing 
(1.77 m, 1.72 m, and 1.77 m respectively) than the thick beds(>200 cm) of medium to 
coarse, either cross-bedded or massive sandstone and conglomeratic sandstone lithofacies 




Figure 6.15: Scatterplot of average fracture spacing and sandstone lithofacies types of 
Wajid Group(M= mean). X axis value= 1 represented 50-200 cm thick beds of fine to 
medium-grained cross-bedded sandstone lithofacies (L1), x-axis value=2 represented 50-
200 cm thick beds of coarse-grained to pebbly cross-bedded sandstone lithofacies(L2), x-
axis value = 3 represented  50-200 cm thick beds of medium to coarse-grained 
Bioturbated sandstone lithofacies(L3), x-axis value = 4 represented  >200 cm thick beds 
of fine to coarse-grained massive sandstone lithofacies(L4), x-axis value 5 represented  
>200 cm beds of fine to medium-grained cross-bedded sandstone lithofacies(L5), x-axis 
value = 6 represented  >200 cm beds of coarse-grained, pebbly to conglomeratic cross-






6.3.4 Porosity versus Average Fracture Spacing 
A significant and positive correlation observed between the average fracture spacing and 
matrix porosity for the entire Wajid Group succession (Figure 6.16). This correlation is 
fitted with exponential law distribution with a correlation of correlation(R) equal to 0.53. 
The highly porous sandstone units of Wajid Group associated with high values of average 
fracture spacing; however, the sandstone with low porosity displayed low average 
fracture spacing values (Figure 6.16).  
 




































Chapter 7  
Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendation 
7.1 Discussion 
The lineament trends of Wajid Group include northerly, easterly, NW-SE and NE-SW are 
matching with the fracture trends at the outcrop and formation scales. This matching in 
lineament and fracture trends between the regional and outcrop and formation scale 
reveal that Wajid Group has a scale-independence fracture system. the northerly trend is 
predominant on the regional scale (lineament trace maps) and outcrop and formation 
scale. However, the NW-SE trend is predominant on the regional scale (lineament trace 
maps) than the outcrop and formation scale. On the contrary, the easterly trend is 
predominant at the outcrop and formation scale than the regional scale (lineament trace 
maps). 
Zeeb et al., (2010) traced two main sets of the regional-scale fractures(lineaments) within 
Wajid Group outcrop in Wadi Al-Dawasir area included the N120o At Uruq Khurb and 
N170o   at Jabal Al-Bara’im. In this study, the regional scale fracture(lineament)trends 
also included the N165o and N135o which are mostly matching with the fracture trends 
observed by Zeeb et al., (2010). Al-Ajmi et al., (2014) recognized four sets of fracture 
within Wajid Group in Wadi Al-Dawasir area included N170o, N080o, N020o, and N120o. 
Those fracture trends are matching with outcrop-scale fracture trends observed in this 
study included N165o, N075o, N015o. 
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The regional-scale fracture(lineament) trends within Wajid Group compared with 
lineament and fracture trends present within the Cambro-Ordovician sedimentary 
succession (Saq Formation) in the northern part of Saudi Arabia. In the Tayma area, north 
of Saudi Arabia, Castaing et al., (1996) mapped and defined lineaments and fractures 
with NW-SE, WNW-ESE, and NE-SW trends. However, no observations of N-S, NNE-
SSW, NNW-SSE and E-W trends of lineament traces and fractures were reported. 
Compared to the findings of this study, in southwestern Saudi Arabia, the N-S(000o), 
NNE-SSW(015o), NNW-SSE(165o) and E-W(090o) trends of lineament traces are also 
dominant. This variation in lineament trace trends within the Paleozoic sedimentary 
succession between the southern and northern parts of Saudi Arabia are most probably 
due to the dominant of the northerly and easterly trending structures in the southern part 
of the Arabian Shield compared to those of the north (Nehlig et al., 2002). The eastern 
part of the Wajid Group outcrops (From Wadi Al-Dawasir till Najran city) characterized 
by the abundance of NW-SE, and the northerly (Included N-S, NNE-SSW, NNW-SSE) 
trending regional scale fractures(lineaments); However, the NE-SW trending regional 
fracture(lineaments) observed as dominant trend in the western part of the Wajid Group 
outcrops (Abha area). This variation in the regional fractures(lineaments) trend between 
the eastern and western portions of the Wajid Group outcrop corresponding with the 
same variation in fracture zones trend within the Arabian Shield, where, the eastern 
portion of the Arabian Shield consisting very broadly of the NW-SE and N-S trending 
fracture zones; however, the western portion of the Arabian Shield consisting very 
broadly of the NE-SW (Nehlig et al., 2002; Stewart, 2016). 
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The trends of regional scale fracture(lineament) (detected from satellite images and the 
aeromagnetic anomaly map) are consistent with trends of aeromagnetic lineament traces 
in the southern part of the Arabian shield reported by Nehlig et al., (2002). They reported 
four main trends of aeromagnetic trends in the southern part of Arabian shield included 
the N135o, N150o, N-S, and E-W. Those trends also observed within Wajid Group 
sandstone in regional scale. Therefore, this reveals that the major lineaments trends 
within the Wajid Group outcrop may be inherited from basement structures and reflect 
their influence on the sedimentary cover in the studied area. 
7.1.1 Relative age 
The relative age of fractures observed in Wajid Group outcrop was determined using the 
crosscutting and termination relationships. The N165o oriented fractures were observed 
cutting across the N075o oriented fractures (Figure 7.1) which indicate that the N165o 
oriented fractures are younger than the N075o. The N165o oriented fractures terminated 
against the N035o oriented fractures, which indicate that the N035o oriented fractures are 
older than the N165o (Figure 7.1). The N135o oriented fractures were observed displacing 
the N0350 and N165o oriented fractures (Figure 7.1), then, this trend of fracture 
interpreted as the youngest fracture set in the studied outcrops. The cross-cutting and 
termination relationships between different fracture sets in Wajid Group indicate that the 
N165o, N075o, and N035o oriented fractures are older than the N135o oriented fractures. 
This  conclusion is matching with the relative time of tectonic events of the Arabian-
Nubian Shield(Edgell, 1992; Nehlig et al., 2002), where, the N-S, E-W, and NE-SW 
trending fractures and suture zones were formed during the Pan-African orogeny 
(accretion of the Arabian-Nubian shield); however, the NW-SE trending Najd fault 
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formed in the final stage of the accretion of the Arabian-Nubian Shield and dislocated the 
N-S trending Nabitah suture zone in the Arabian Shield (Al-Husseini, 2000;  Nehlig et 
al., 2002;  Stewart, 2016). 
 
Figure 7.1: Outcrop photographs showing; A) N165o fracture cutting across the N075o. 
B) N165o fracture terminated against the N035o fracture. C) N135o fracture dislocated the 




7.1.2 Implication for Groundwater 
Wheeler, (1978) suggested that the high-intensity fracture/lineament zones in the surface 
continue with depth, and Nur, (1978) suggested that the fractures/lineaments which are 
long in the map view (e.g. lineament trace map) continue deep through the section. 
Accordingly, the presence of two major lineament trends include NW-SE and northerly 
(including N-S, NNE-SSW, and NNW-SSE) with a kilometers scale and high frequency 
within the Wajid Group outcrop reveal that those lineaments most probably continue with 
depth and have influence on the groundwater and hydrocarbon flow in Wajid Graben and 
Rub’ Al-Khali Basin, respectively. These lineaments most probably act as conduits for 
the fluid flow. Understanding the distribution of the lineaments within Wajid Group can 
help to predict the fluid flow behavior within either the groundwater fractured aquifers or 
fractured reservoirs. According to Zeeb et al., (2010) the direction of principal flow 
within Wajid aquifer is N147o at Uruq Khurb, which is varied only by 12o from N135o 
and 3o from the N150o oriented large scale fracture (lineament) sets observed in this 
study. At Jabal Al-Bara’im in Wadi Al-Dawasir, the direction of principal flow is N158o 
which differs only by 7o from the N165o and 8o from the N150o regional scale 
fracture(lineament) sets observed in this study. The NW-SE trend of regional scale 
fractures (lineaments) was observed as the highest frequent trend throughout the whole 
outcrop from Wadi Al-Dawasir until Najran area in multi-scale trace maps (1:1500000, 
1:500000, and 1:200000) with length extend to 20 km. Therefore, the NW-SE trending 
regional fractures (lineaments) are most probably the pathways of groundwater flow in 
the Wajid Aquifers in the study area. The NNW-SSE trending lineaments which are 
occurred with length extend to 15 km and direction close to the direction of flow within 
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the Wajid Aquifers, are most probably have a major influence on the fluid flow in these 
aquifers.  
7.1.3 Fracture Conceptual Models  
Fracture systems within Wajid Group outcrops and their stratigraphic and lithological 
controls were summarized in hierarchal conceptual fracture models of two fracture sets. 
The first order model established to account for the regional scale lineament sets within 
Wajid Group outcrops (Figure 7.2). In this Model, the regional fracture (lineament) 
within Wajid Group extended from the Precambrian basement rock of the Arabian 
Shield, and cutting across the entire Wajid outcrops and not controlled by stratigraphic 
and lithological variations. This Model also showed that the lower part of Wajid Group 
exhibits high fracture intensity than the upper part, due to its proximity to the basement 
rock. The second order model with 100's meters scale established to account for two 
fracture sets observed at the outcrop scale (Figure 7.2). In this model, the fracture 
distribution controlled by lithological, stratigraphic and diagenetic variation, where, the 
lower Dibsiyah Formation which has small bed thickness comparing with other 
formations display high fracture density. However, the upper Dibsiyah, Sanamah, 
Khusayyayn and Juwayl Formations which have thick sandstone layers display low 
fracture density, except the uppermost part of the glacial origin sandstone of Sanamah 
and Juwayl Formations display high fracture density than the lower part of each 
formation due to diagenetic controls, where those sandstones are highly cemented by 
calcite or iron oxides. 
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The third order model with 10's meters’ scale established for two fracture sets observed 
within at the outcrop scale. In this model, the variation in fracture density within each 
formation controlled by the variation in lithological, stratigraphic, and digenetic 
characteristics of sandstone units deposited within the same depositional environments.    
10’s meter scale models of the N165o and N075o fracture sets were established for 
Dibsiyah, Sanamah, Khusayyayn and Juwayl Formations (Figure 7.3). They showed that 
the fracture distribution is dependent on the stratigraphic boundaries (bedding plane), bed 
thickness and the lithological variation (e.g. grain size). The reported fracture spacing is 
large in the coarse-grained  to conglomeratic sandstone than the fine-grained sandstone. 
Moreover, the fracture spacing is large in the poorly stratified sandstone than the well-
stratified sandstone, and the degree of fracture termination at the bedding plane is large in 
the well-stratified sandstone. The fracture terminations were mainly concentrated on the 
bedding plane between fine and coarse-grained sandstone. These models also showed that 
the fracture spacing controlled by the thickness of the sandstone beds, and the degree of 
cementation where the fracture spacing are large in the poorly cemented thick sandstone 




Figure 7.2: First and second order conceptual model of two fracture sets within Wajid 





Figure 7.3: A Conceptual multi-scale model for the N165o and N075o fracture sets. A)100’s  meter scale model of the entire Wajid 
Group. B, C, D, and E are the 10’s meter fracture models for Dibsiyah, Sanamah, Khusayyayn, and Juwayl Formation, respectively. 
Fs= average fracture spacing. Sm-cb = medium to coarse-grained burrowed sandstone, Sfb= fine-grained burrowed sandstone,  Sftx= 
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fine-grained trough cross-bedded sandstone, Smtx= medium-grained trough cross-bedded sandstone. Sf-mcgtx = fine to medium-
grained conglomeratic trough cross-bedded sandstone, Sm-ccgm= medium to coarse-grained conglomeratic massive sandstone, 
Smcgtx = medium-grained conglomeratic trough cross-bedded sandstone, Sm-c ptx = medium to coarse-grained pebbly trough cross-
bedded sandstone, Sf-m ptx = fine to medium-grained pebbly trough cross-bedded sandstone, Sc cgh = coarse-grained conglomeratic 
horizontally bedded sandstone, Sm-c m = medium to coarse-grained massive sandstone, Sm cgm = medium-grained  conglomeratic 
massive sandstone, Sf m = fine-grained massive sandstone. Scm= coarse-grained massive sandstone, Scpx= coarse-grained planar 
cross-bedded sandstone, Smpx = medium-grained planar cross-bedded sandstone, Scsd= coarse-grained soft deformed sandstone, Sm-
cpx= medium to coarse-grained planar cross-bedded sandstone, and Sf-mpx= fine to medium-grained planar cross-bedded sandstone. 
Scsd= coarse-grained soft deformed sandstone. Smtx= medium-grained trough cross-bedded sandstone. Sf m = fine-grained massive 
sandstone. Schd = coarse-grained horizontal bedded sandstone.
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7.1.4 Comparison with Subsurface Fracture System 
Subsurface study on the reservoir completion and fracture simulation conducted on Sarah 
Formation in Rub’ Al-Khali Basin by Bu-Khamseen et al. (2010) indicated that the Sarah 
Formation is a naturally fractured reservoir with dominant fracture trends of NE-SW, 
NW-SE, E-W, NNW-SSE, and WNW-ESE. The subsurface Sarah Formation is 
equivalent to Sanamah Formation of Wajid Group in term rock type, age, and 
depositional setting, where, both are Late Ordovician glacial to glaciofluvial siliciclastic 
(Vaslet, 1990; Stump & Van der Eem, 1995;  Laboun, 2010). Those trends of fracture are 
also observed in Sanamah Formation of Wajid Group in the studied outcrop. Therefore, 
the fracture trends of Sanamah Formation in outcrop are comparable with the fracture 
trends of subsurface Sarah Formation in Rub’ Al-Khali. This similarity may reveal the 
same regional stress regime, which is probably related to Precambrian basement 
tectonics. Accordingly, the fracture systems of Sanamah Formation of Wajid Group in 
the outcrop can be used as an analogue to characterize and model fracture systems in 
Sarah Formation of the Rub’ Al-Khali Basin. Additionally, the results and information 
obtained from a study conducted on fracture systems of Sanamah Formation will help to 
enhance gas exploration and production from subsurface Sarah reservoir in Rub’ Al-
Khali Basin and as a guide for other areas of similar rock types, age and fracture trends in 
the region. 
Based on regional magnetic and gravity data, and reflection seismic data, Stewart (2016), 
detected two trends of the Precambrian basement structure in west Rub' Al-Khali Basin 
include N-S and NW-SE (Figure 7.4).  These trends are matching with the N-S and NW-
SE trending lineaments within Wajid Group outcrop detected in this study. This matching 
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of fracture trends between Wajid Group outcrops and the west Rub' Al-Khali Basin 
indicate the same regional stress and most probably related to Pan-African orogeny. 
  









7.1.5 Petrographic and Petrophysical Controls on the Geomechanical 
Properties 
The influences of the petrographic and petrophysical properties (included: cement 
content, grain size, mineral composition, porosity, and permeability) on the 
geomechanical properties (included the uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) and static 
Young' modulus(E)) of sandstone  documented by many researchers(Fahy and Guccione,  
1979; Shakoor and Bonelli, 1991; Zorlu et al.,2004;  Ulusay et al.,1994; Vutukuri et al., 
1974; Gunsallus and Kulhawy, 1984; Bell, 1978; Vernik et al., 1993; Jizba,  1991). 
Increasing in the rock strength is mainly associated with increasing in cement 
content(Fahy, and Guccione,  1979; Shakoor and Bonelli, 1991; Zorlu et al.,2004;  
Ulusay et al.,1994), and Sandstone cemented by silica are strong followed by calcite, and 
ferrous minerals; however, sandstone cemented by clay minerals is the weakest (Vutukuri 
et al., 1974). In the Wajid Group sandstone, the cement content observed as a main 
control on the rock strength, where, highly cemented sandstone displayed high value of 
UCS values which indicate that the sandstone is strong. The silica and calcite-cemented 
sandstone showed UCS values higher than the clay-cemented sandstone.  
Increasing in the quartz percentage within the compositional framework of the sandstone 
associated with increasing in sandstone strength(UCS) (Gunsallus and Kulhawy, 1984; 
Zorlu et al., 2004). This relationship was observed in Khusayyayn Formation of Wajid 
Group, where, sandstone with high quartz percentage displayed UCS values higher than 
the sandstone with a significant amount of feldspars minerals. Fahy and Guccione, (1979) 
found that the fine-grained sandstone showed high strength values than the coarse-
grained sandstone. The influence of grain size on the UCS and E values of Wajid group 
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sandstone was observed, where, the increasing in grain size associated with decreasing of 
UCS and E values.  Negative influence of porosity on the geomechanical properties of 
the sandstone rock was observed by many researchers(Bell, 1978; Vernik et al., 1993;  
Jizba,  1991), and this relationship was also observed in Wajid Group outcrop, where, the 
increasing of porosity values of the studied sandstone associated with decreasing in UCS 
and E values. 
Moderate to strong correlation between the permeability and geomechanical properties 
(RN, UCS, and E) of glacial origin sandstone from Sanamah and Juwayl Formations. 
However, no significant correlation between the permeability and geomechanical 
properties (RN, UCS, and E) of the non-glacial origin sandstones from Dibsiyah and 
Khusayyayn Formations. In literature, no documentation of the relationship between the 
matrix permeability and the geomechanical properties (RN, UCS, and E) of sandstone 
reservoirs.  
7.1.6 Geological Controls on the Fracture Distribution 
Nelson, (2001) summarized some geologic controls on fracture intensity (fracture spacing 
is the inverse of fracture intensity), among them the texture (included grain size) and the 
bed thickness. Ortega et al., (2006) emphasized that the most important geological 
control on fracture intensity is the bed thickness (or they call it mechanical layer 
thickness). Bogdanov, (1947) documented that the fracture spacing in layered 
sedimentary rock is proportional to the bed thickness. This relationship was also 
concluded by other researchers (Price, 1966;  McQuillan, 1973; Huang & Angelier, 1989; 
Narr & Suppe, 1991; Gross, 1993; Mandal et al., 1994;  Wu and Pollard, 1995; Becker & 
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Gross, 1996;  Narr, 1996; Pascal et al., 1997; Ji & Saruwatari, 1998; Bai & Pollard., 
2000). The result of this study is in the same line with previous publications regarding the 
relationship between the fracture spacing and the bed thickness. The increasing in bed 
thickness of the studied sandstone associated with increasing in fracture spacing and a 
simple linear regression model account for this relationship. The increasing in the gain 
size of the studied sandstone associated with increasing in fracture spacing and this 
relationship is in the same line with what have been documented in the literature (Nelson, 
2001; Sonntag et al., 2012; Lyu et al., 2016). 
The relationship between the degree of cementation and the average fracture spacing 
within Wajid Group sandstone was investigated, where, the increasing in the degree of 
cementation associated with decreasing in fracture spacing. This relationship is in the 
same line with what Sonntag et al., (2012) reported from the Mesaverde Group 
sandstone, Uinta Basin, USA. The reported result of the relationship between the cement 
type and fracture spacing showed that the silica and calcite-cemented sandstone displayed 
small average fracture spacing comparing with the clay-cemented sandstone. This 
relationship also has been documented by Sonntag et al., (2012). 
The rock strength is mainly decreased when the porosity increased and this influence of 
porosity on the rock strength documented by many researchers (Price, 1960; Bell, 1978; 
Shakoor & Bonelli, 1991; Dobereiner & De Freitas, 1986; Bell & Lindsay, 1999). The 
strong rock is mainly characterized by close-spacing fractures and has a low value of 
porosity.  This relationship between matrix porosity of rocks and the average fracture 
spacing observed in the Wajid Group sandstone, where, the sandstone with low porosity 
values displayed small average fracture spacing. 
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lithofacies type was observed as primary control on the average fracture spacing of Wajid 
Group sandstone, where, the fine to medium-grained thinly bedded, small scale cross-
bedded sandstone lithofacies of lower Dibsiyah Formation have small average fracture 
spacing (the highest fracture density) comparing with the coarse-grained pebbly thick 
bedded massive sandstone lithofacies of Sanamah and Juwayl Formation. Grain size, bed 
thickness, the scale of cross-bedding sedimentary structures, and degree of cementation 
and cement type influence the fracture spacing of different lithofacies. The influence of 
lithofacies type on the fracture distribution with the Mesaverde Group sandstone, Uinta 
Basin, USA studied by Sonntag et al., (2012). They reported that the thinly bedded fine to 
medium grained sandstone lithofacies has the highest fracture density (the lowest fracture 
spacing); however, the thickly bedded medium to coarse-grained sandstone lithofacies 












The regional and outcrop-scaled fracture systems within Wajid Group outcrop were 
studied using multiscale approach. The regional-scaled fractures(lineaments) were 
studied by Integration of satellite images (Landsa-8 OLI/TIRS and Spot-5) with multiple 
resolutions, SRTM Digital Elevation Models (DEM), and magnetic anomaly map. 
Multiscale lineament trace maps (1:1500000, 1:500000, 1:200000, 1:125000, 1:12000, 
and 1:6000) were generated, and eight lineament trace trends were identified including 
NW-SE, NNW-SSE, N-S, NNE-SSW, NE-SW, ENE-WSW, E-W, and WNW-ESE. The 
NW-SE, NE-SW and the northerly (include N-S, NNE-SSW, and NNW-SSE) trending 
lineament were observed as the predominant trends. Seven trends of outcrop-scale 
fractures were directly delineated from outcrop included N-S, E-W, NNE-SSW, NE-SW, 
ENE-WSW, NNW-SSE, and NW-SE. The northerly (included NNW-SSE and NNE-
SSW) and ENE-WSW trending fracture sets are the predominant at the outcrop scale. 
The fractures with Wajid Group are regional fractures and related to various tectonic 
events according to their orientation. The northerly, easterly, and the NE-SW trends of 
fractures are most probably inherited from the Precambrian basement structures which 
formed during the Pan-African orogeny. The NW-SE trending fractures are most 
probably related to the NW-SE trending left-lateral Najd fault system which formed in 
the late stage of Pan-African orogeny. Those trends are matching with the structure and 
fracture zones trends observed in the Arabian Shield (Nehlig et al., 2002; Whitehouse et 
al., 2001). The Precambrian basement structures most probably reactivated during the 
Phanerozoic Era and formed the fracture system of Wajid Group outcrop, where, Arabian 
Shield extends beneath the Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks in Saudi Arabia. Compatible 
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trends between the regional and outcrop-scaled fractures within Wajid Group outcrop; 
however, the easterly (E-W, ENE-WSW, and WNW-ESE) trending fractures are more 
pronounced at the outcrop scale than regional scale. The fluid flow in the fractured 
aquifers and reservoirs in Wajid Basin Rub’ Al-Khali Basin, respectively, is excepted to 
be controlled by regional-scaled fracture trends included the northerly (N-S, NNE-SSW, 
and NNW-SSE), NW-SE, and NE-SW. 
The entire outcrop of Wajid Group in the study area is fractured by vertical to sub-
vertical, open, mode I (joints) fractures; however, in some places, the joints were infilled 
by either iron oxides or calcite minerals. N015o oriented fracture swarms were also 
observed in Khusayyayn Formation outcrops in the southern part of Wadi Al-Dawasir 
area. The lengths of the regional scale fractures (lineaments) distributed according to 
negative exponential distribution. The average spacing of the outcrop-scale fractures 
varied vertically from bed to bed and from one formation to another. Fine-grained thin 
sandstone layers displayed small average fracture spacing than the coarse-grained thick 
sandstone layers. Thus, the bed thickness and sandstone texture (mainly grain size) 
observed as the main controls on the average fracture spacing in the studied sandstone. 
The distribution of fracture systems within Wajid Group outcrops and their stratigraphic 
and lithological controls represented in hierarchal outcrop conceptual models. The 
models showed that the regional scale fractures (lineaments) are not controlled by 
stratigraphic and lithological variations; however, the outcrop-scale fractures are mainly 




The Geomechanical properties of the Wajid Group sandstone controlled by its 
petrographic and petrophysical properties (included: cement content, grain size, mineral 
composition, porosity, and permeability). Cement content and type of the studied 
sandstone observed as main control on the uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) and static 
Young' Modulus(E), where, the increasing in the cement content associated with 
increasing in the uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) and static Young' Modulus(E) of 
the studied sandstone which indicate that the sandstone is dense and more brittle. The 
calcite-cemented sandstone showed strength values greater than mixed (calcite, silica and 
clay and iron oxides), and clay minerals cemented sandstone. The quartz percentage of 
mineral composition observed as a main control on the geomechanical properties of 
Khusayyayn Formation sandstone. The main grain size of Wajid Group sandstone 
observed controlling its geomechanical properties. The increasing in the mean grain size 
associated with decreasing in the uniaxial compressive strength(UCS) and static Young' 
Modulus(E) of studied sandstone. Matrix porosity of the studied sandstone observed 
controlling on its geomechanical properties. The increasing in the matrix porosity 
associated with decreasing in the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and static Young' 
Modulus(E) of studied sandstone.  
Generally, the main factors controlled the geomechanical behavior of Wajid Group 
sandstone are texture (mean grain size), mineral composition, cement content and type, 
and the matrix porosity and matrix permeability. These factors have a different 
magnitude of influence on the geomechanical behavior of such sandstone, however, the 
grain size, cement content and type, matrix porosity, and permeability observed as the 
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major factors for all studied sandstone except Khusayyayn Formation, where, the mineral 
composition has also influence on the mechanical behavior.  
The variation of fracture characteristics (e.g. average fracture spacing) within Wajid 
Group sandstone in the outcrop associated with variation in the sandstone properties 
included sedimentological, stratigraphic and petrophysical properties. The bed thickness 
observed as a main control on the fracture spacing of the studied sandstone, where, the 
thick sandstone beds associated with large fracture spacing; however, the thin beds 
display small fracture spacing. Among the four formations of Wajid Group, the lower 
Dibsiyah Formation which has sandstone beds thinner than other formation showed the 
lowest average fracture spacing. Diagenetic features (cementation) observed as main 
controls on the fracture spacing of the studied sandstone, where, the highly cemented 
sandstone display small values average fracture spacing than the low cemented 
sandstone. On the contrary, the dissolution of calcite cement and feldspar grains 
enhanced the secondary porosity and associated with large values of average fracture 
spacing (high fracture density). Lithofacies type(lithology) observed as main controls on 
the fracture spacing of the studied sandstone, where, the fine to medium-grained thinly 
bedded sandstone lithofacies display average fracture spacing smaller than the coarse-
grained pebbly or conglomeratic thickly bedded sandstone lithofacies. The matrix 
porosity of the studied sandstone plays a key role on the fracture spacing, where, the high 
porosity sandstone units display values of average fracture spacing higher than low-
porosity sandstone. No significant influence of the mineral composition and texture of 




1- Conducting a study on the fracture system of the Wajid Group sandstone in the 
subsurface of Wajid Graben and Rub’ Al-Khali Basins to understand its control 
on fluid flow and storage space within the aquifers and reservoirs. 
2- Use this study outcome of fracture distribution and characteristics as a guide for 
study the fracture system of similar sandstone in central and northern Saudi 
Arabia. 
3- Conducting a near surface geophysical investigation to study the extension of 
fracture system observed within Wajid Group sandstone at the surface. 
4- conducting a detailed study on the fracture system of Sarah Formation in the 
subsurface using image logs, core, and thin section to assist the effect of fracture 
system on the fluid flow and storage space, and combine the result with the results 
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